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Abstract 

 

Structural Controls on Evaporite Paleokarst Development, 

Mississippian Madison Formation, Bighorn Canyon Recreation Area, 

Wyoming and Montana 

 

Nabiel S. Eldam, M.S. Geo. Sci 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2012 

 

Supervisor:  Charles Kerans 

Co-Supervisor: Christopher Zahm 

 

This study provides new insights on the mechanisms that controlled the 

development of solution-enhanced fractures and suprastratal deformation associated with 

the Mississippian Madison Sequence IV evaporite paleokarst complex. Based on detailed 

field mapping utilizing LiDAR, GPS, and field observations, we document a 

paleostructural high (oriented 145º) associated with the Ancestral Rockies uplift within 

the study area. One hundred twenty-one sediment-filled, solution-enhanced fractures 

within the Seq. IV cave roof were mapped and characterized by their dominant fill type 

(Amsden or Madison) and vertical extent.  Spatial analysis reveals minimum spacing of 

these features occurs in areas uplifted during the Late Paleozoic suggesting a link 

between paleostructural position and solution feature spacing.  Shape analysis of these 

solution features also supports structural position during the Late Paleozoic acted as a 

dominant control on fracture morphology: (1) downward tapering and fully penetrative 
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features concentrate in areas that experienced uplift; (2) upward tapering concentrate in 

areas that were undeformed.  Mapping of Seq. IV cave roof strata demonstrates vertical 

collapse variability exceeds 22 m and fault intensity increases in areas of increased 

collapse.  These findings have significant implications for prediction and characterization 

of solution-enhanced fractures and suprastratal deformation within evaporite paleokarst 

systems. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND GEOLOGIC BACKGROUND 

 

Introduction 

Intrastratal evaporite paleokarst represents a distinct variant of paleokarst systems 

in which layers of soluble gypsum, anhydrite, or halite within a carbonate succession are 

removed during influx of insoluble fluids.  Most commonly this process occurs in 

association with subaerial exposure and karstification, leaving behind a crudely 

concordant suite of breccias, fracture swarms, and solution-collapse dolines.  These 

features dramatically alter the pore types and permeability and are problematic to 

prediction of reservoir behavior. Evaporite paleokarst systems are distinct in their 

characteristics, but fingerprinting the easily dissolved evaporitic strata as the cause of the 

brecciation can be difficult.   

Previous studies have described fractures associated with cave collapse following 

normal phreatic water-table-controlled paleokarst systems (Roberts, 1966; McCaleb and 

Wayhan, 1969; Sando, 1974, 1988; McCaleb, 1988; Demiralin, 1991; Demiralin et al., 

1993, 1994; Sonnenfeld, 1996a, 1996b; Kloss, 2011). However, few have described 

specific controls on these fracture systems within evaporite paleokarst.  Sando (1974) and 

Sonnenfeld (1996b) described solution-enhanced fractures in the Little Tongue Member 

of the Mississippian Madison Formation of Wyoming and Montana, but a quantitative 

dataset documenting the relationship between solution-enhanced fractures and massive 

stratiform brecciation has not been compiled. Furthermore, the relationship between 

depositional elements (i.e., increased evaporite deposition in Upper Madison), regional 

tectonics (e.g., waning Antler and Ancestral Rockies orogenies) and localized structural 
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elements such as increased fracture development in paleostructural highs has not been 

fully understood. 

This current research integrates depositional, regional tectonic, and local tectonic 

controls on paleokarst development in an attempt to characterize the relationship of 

solution-enhanced fractures to evaporite paleokarst within a spectacular exposure of the 

Upper Mississippian Madison Formation along the Bighorn Canyon Recreation Area of 

northern Wyoming and southern Montana.  

This thesis is separated into four distinct sections: (1) Development of a spatially 

accurate digital outcrop model using LiDAR and dGPS that enabled the construction of 

high-resolution isopach maps that characterize variations in stratigraphic thicknesses to 

identify paleostructural elements; (2) Classification of solution-enhanced fracture styles 

and sediment fills, which were mapped for geospatial analysis of their distribution related 

to regional structures and thickness trends; (3) Quantification of solution-enhanced 

feature morphologies and their relative proximity to paleostructural elements; (4) 

Detailed characterization of suprastratal deformation resultant from cave roof collapse 

and their implications for reservoir heterogeneities associated with evaporite paleokarst 

systems.  

 

LOCATION 

The Bighorn Canyon Recreation Area in the northern Bighorn Basin 

(approximately 23 km northeast of Lovell, WY) provides a world-class exposure of 

evaporite paleokarst and an informative locality to illustrate the relationship of the key 

architectural elements within this system (Fig. 1.1).  The stratiform evaporite paleokarst 

exists throughout the study area, spanning more than 25 km of continuous exposure, and 

is correlative to age-equivalent exposures throughout Wyoming.  The Bighorn River 
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incised the Porcupine Creek antiform, leaving sheer cliff-face exposures that range up to 

300 m. 
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Figure 1.1: Location map of study area within the Bighorn Canyon Recreation Area on the Wyoming and Montana border.  

The red polygon indicates the primary area of interest, which centered on outcrop exposures along the north-south 

trending Bighorn River and the east-west trending Devil’s Creek.  (Image from GoogleEarth™)
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PALEOGEOGRAPHY AND TECTONIC HISTORY 

The paleogeography during the construction of the Madison Platform was defined 

by the Antler Trough to the west, the Central Montana Trough to the north, the Williston 

Basin to the northeast, and the Transcontinental Arch to the southeast (Fig. 1.2; Gutshick 

and Sandberg, 1983; Sonnenfeld, 1996b).  The north-south oriented Antler Trough and 

east-west-oriented Central Montana Trough experienced higher rates of subsidence 

compared to the Madison Platform, resulting in dual sediment transport trends.  The 

Transcontinental Arch is a major northeast-oriented paleogeographic high during the 

Middle to Late Paleozoic.  The Mississippian Madison Formation was deposited during 

the Kinderhookian to Meramecian stages during a time of increased subsidence caused by 

Antler orogeny and associated foreland basin development that began in the Late 

Devonian (Sando, 1988; Sonnenfeld, 1996a). In the western U.S, the Antler orogeny was 

expressed by uplift of the orogenic Antler Highlands and adjacent back-bulge subsidence 

into the foredeep, the Antler Trough (Fig. 1.3; Rose, 1976).   The back-bulge and 

associated forebulge propagated eastward with the east-directed emplacement of the 

Roberts Mountains allochthon (Roberts, 1951; Roberts et al., 1958; Giles and Dickinson, 

1995; Giles, 1996).  Conodont zonations within syntectonic strata of the Antler Highlands 

indicate that Antler orogenesis began in the Late Frasnian (middle Devonian) to the Early 

Osagean (middle Mississippian) time (Giles and Dickinson, 1995).  Trexler and others 

(2003) suggest synorogenic erosion and sedimentation within Middle Mississippian strata 

in Nevada and Utah as evidence to extend the end of the Antler orogenic effects to 

Chesterian time, 20–30 m.y. after inception. The termination of Madison carbonate 

deposition is denoted by a mid-Meramecian regional subaerial unconformity 

characterized by an extensive paleokarst surface representing a maximum 34 m.y. hiatus 

proximal to the Transcontinental Arch.  It is a conformable surface to the west in the 
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Antler foreland and to the north in the Central Montana Trough (Fig. 1.4; Sando, 1988; 

Reid, 1991). Overlying the regional, second-order unconformity at the top of the Madison 

is the diachronous Pennsylvanian Amsden Formation, a predominantly siliciclastic-rich 

unit with a Transcontinental Arch provenance (Maughan, 1983).
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Figure 1.2: Regional paleogeographic reconstruction of the Madison Platform during 

Late Osagean time.  Schematic paleobathymetric contours are from 

Gutshick and Sandberg (1983) and based on conodont zonations.  This map 

illustrates the configuration of tectonic elements present during 

Sonnenfeld’s (1996b) sequence IV TST evaporite deposition and the 

location of his regional stratigraphic cross-section given by R-R' (Fig. 1.10).  

Sonnenfeld’s (1996b) Devil’s Canyon section is denoted by the yellow star 

and resides within the Bighorn Canyon Recreation Area.  The Madison 

Platform is bounded to the north, west, and northwest by paleotopographic 

lows, the Central Montana Trough (east-west oriented), the Antler Foreland 

Basin (north-south oriented), and the Williston Basin, respectively.  The 

southwest-northeast oriented Transcontinental Arch was the main 

paleotopographic high to the southeast. Modified after Gutschick and 

Sandberg (1983) and Sonnenfeld (1996b).
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Figure 1.3: Schematic ENE-WSW regional cross-section from Rose (1976).  Rose 

interpreted an “upper” and “lower” terminal shelf margin defining two 

tectono-stratigraphic depositional complexes contained within the 

Mississippian Madison strata in the northern Rocky Mountains.  Each of 

these two depositional complexes represents a 2
nd

-order supersequence.  The 

stratigraphy located within southern Montana and northern Wyoming of the 

Lower Mississippian complex composed of the Mission Canyon Limestone 

is the focus of this study.  This diagram also highlights the spatial 

relationship between the Antler Highlands, the adjacent Antler Trough, and 

the intracratonic Madison shelf.  The Antler Orogen is responsible for 

downwarping of the western Cordillera increasing accommodation for 

Madison deposition as it propagated eastward.
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Figure 1.4: Chronometric lithofacies profile of Mississippian to lower Pennsylvanian strata in Wyoming modified from Sando 

(1988).  Profile illustrates the diachronous nature of the tectonically-enhanced top-Madison unconformity and the 

transgressive depositional nature of the Amsden ranging from conformable in the west to a hiatus duration of 34 

m.y. against the Transcontinental Arch.  Although the Darwin Sandstone Member appears laterally extensive, the 

profile line is situated south of the study area, and conclusive evidence of the Darwin sands in Devil’s Canyon is 

lacking (Sonnenfeld, 1996b).
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The Bighorn Basin of Wyoming has had a complex tectonic history.  Regionally 

the western United States retains long-lasting structural fabrics as a result.  Hoppin 

(1974) documented east-west trending lineaments that played a role in the evolution of 

the Bighorn Basin structures and involved rocks ranging from Precambrian to Cenozoic 

(Fig. 1.5).  Hoppin (1974) defined lineaments as composite, rectilinear features expressed 

at the surface indicated in various ways, i.e. dip-slip/strike-slip faults, igneous intrusions, 

or fracture zones. Figure 1.5 depicts the E-W trending Nye-Bowler Lineament to the 

north of the study area and the SW-NE trending Tongue River Lineament and the E-W-

trending Five Springs Lineament intersecting to the south.  An unnamed E-W lineament 

exists within the Bighorn Canyon Recreation Area. 

During the Late Paleozoic, the North American plate underwent three coeval 

orogenic events.  The eastern U.S. margin underwent the Alleghanian Orogeny and the 

southern margin underwent Ouachita Orogeny attributed to the closing of the proto-

Atlantic and collision of North America and South America-Africa (Graham et al., 1975).  

Contemporaneous with these orogenic events, Ancestral Rockies intraplate deformation 

occurred within the southwestern portion of the North American plate (Kluth and Coney, 

1981).  Budnik (1986) broadened the Ancestral Rocky Mountain Orogen, suggesting 

intraplate deformation along a major preexisting zone of weakness (the Wichita 

megashear) driven primarily by continent-continent collision of North America and 

Africa.  This manifested as east-west-directed compression with left-lateral strike slip 

faulting and broad folding.  Ancestral Rockies tectonism spanned the Late Paleozoic, 

centered on the Pennsylvanian, but debate persists around the age boundaries of this 

event.  Accurate age relationships are obscured by the overprint of later tectonic events 

such as the Sevier and Laramide Orogenies (Dickinson et al., 1983; Snoke, 1993).  Thrust 

sheets of the Sonoma Orogeny emplaced across the previous Antler Orogen on the 
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western Cordilleran margin during the Late Permian until Middle Triassic, and 

deformation was limited to parts of Nevada, California, and Oregon, likely having little 

effect on northern Wyoming (Speed, 1979).  Armstrong (1968) first described the 

eastward-propagating Sevier Orogeny, characterizing it as a compressional belt 

consisting mainly of décollement thrusts with tens of miles of offset.  The Sevier 

arguably began in the Late Jurassic (Armstrong and Oriel, 1965), although some have 

proposed a mid-Jurassic initiation (Heller et al., 1986).  Sevier deformation spanned the 

Cretaceous, ending during the Late Campanian (~70 Ma) (Lawton, 1986).  Overlapping 

the Sevier event, the younger Laramide Orogeny began in the Late Cretaceous (78 Ma 

according to Aschoff and Steel, 2011) and persisted until the Late Eocene (~35 Ma) 

(Keefer, 1965). Laramide deformation within the northern Rockies is characterized 

commonly by northeast-directed compression, resulting in northwest-trending basement 

involved fault-propagation folds (Blackstone and Huntoon, 1984; Dickinson et al., 1988).  

Figure 1.6 summarizes tectonic events on the western Cordilleran margin. 

Prior to uplift and folding, some Laramide structures can be recognized early in 

their evolution by shoaling facies relationships and isopach maps showing thinning over 

the Late Paleozoic, including Cottonwood Creek (Coalsen and Inden, 1990) and Sheep 

Mountain Anticline (Simmons and Scholle, 1990).  Isopach maps of the Pennsylvanian 

and Permian strata show substantial thinning over Sheep Mountain Anticline and 

shallower water facies on the top of the structure and restricted facies landward of them 

(Fig. 1.7)  Both of these Late Paleozoic paleohighs are located along the northwest flank 

of the Bighorn Basin.  Custer Anticline, in Yellowstone County, Montana, shares a 

similar orientation to Sheep Mountain anticline and documents thinning associated with 

the base of the Pennsylvanian Amsden section, indicating that this structure may have 

influenced local Pennsylvanian deposition of the Amsden (Fig. 1.8; Ramsey, 1959).
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Figure 1.5: Regional structural elements of the Bighorn Basin.  Study area is highlighted 

in red.  The dotted patterns represent extents of the Pryor and Bighorn 

Mountain ranges, respectively.  Map is a compilation of various studies and 

geologic maps (Hoppin, 1974; Narr, 1993; Love and Christiansen, 1985; 

Lopez, 2000). 
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Figure 1.6: Tectonostratigraphic chart of the Cordilleran region of the northwest United 

States.  This diagram compiles stratigraphic and deformational relationships 

of the northwest Cordilleran plate.  Red boxes denote well-established 

temporal boundaries of tectonic events while the black “whiskers” indicate 

proposed temporal extensions of these limits.  Stratigraphy modified from 

Fox, J.E. and Dolton, G.L., U.S Geological Survey Digital Data Series 

DDS-30, Release 2.  The age ranges for the deformational events are from 

various publications cited in the text.  Antler Orogeny: Dickinson (1977), 

Giles and Dickinson (1995), and Trexler et al. (2003).  Ancestral Rockies: 

Kluth and Coney (1981), Budnik (1986).  Sonoma Orogeny: Speed (1979).  

Sevier Thrusting: Armstrong and Oriel (1965), Heller et al. (1986), and 

Lawton (1986).  Laramide Orogeny: Keefer (1965), Blackstone and 

Huntoon (1984), Dickinson et al. (1988), and Aschoff and Steel (2011).  
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Figure 1.7: Sheep Mountain isopach maps and facies relationships from Simmons and Scholle (1990).  A: Map depicting 

location of study area.  B: Isopach map showing thinning of Pennsylvanian Tensleep strata over Sheep Mountain.  

C:  Isopach map showing Permian Phosphoria strata thinning over Sheep Mountain.  D: (a) Idealized Phosphoria 

depositional facies relationships and (b) Facies observed along a southwest-to-northeast transect across Sheep 

Mountain suggest that Sheep Mountain was a paleotopographic high as shown by lower accommodation facies on 

the crest and restricted facies landward of the paleostructural element.
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Figure 1.8: Isopach thickness map of Lower and Upper Amsden in Yellowstone County 

from Ramsey (1959).  Detailed translation into Bighorn Basin nomenclature 

(Darwin, Horseshoe Shale, and Ranchester Members) is problematic, 

however; thinning of Amsden time-equivalent strata involved with the NW-

oriented Custer Anticline is suggested to result from its presence as a 

paleohigh during Amsden deposition. 
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MADISON STRATIGRAPHY 

The Mississippian Madison Formation of Wyoming (Madison Group in Montana) 

was deposited on an angular unconformity thought to have developed as a cratonward 

expression of the Antler Orogeny (Sandberg and Clapper, 1967).  The Madison 

Formation deposited from Kinderhookian until Early Meramecian and represents a 2
nd

 

order supersequence (Sando, 1988; Vail et al., 1977).  Collier and Cathcart (1922) first 

divided the Madison into two formations, the Lodgepole Limestone and the Mission 

Canyon Limestone.  The older Lodgepole Limestone was deposited from Kinderhookian 

until Osagean and was a homoclinal carbonate ramp system (Sando, 1985; Elrick, 1990; 

Sonnenfeld, 1996a and 1996b; Buoniconti, 2008).  The younger Mission Canyon 

Limestone began deposition during the early Osagean to early Meramecian (Sando, 1988; 

Sonnenfeld, 1996a, b; Buoniconti, 2008) and marks a distinct change to a flat-topped 

carbonate shelf and contains two regionally extensive stratiform solution breccias.  

Sonnenfeld (1996b) inferred that the Lodgepole Limestone and Mission Canyon 

Limestone comprised two separate composite sequences, each capped by regional 

angular unconformities.  Sonnenfeld (1996b) suggested that these unconformities may be 

attributed to variations in back-bulge subsidence rates associated with the Antler Orogen.  

The Madison Formation bears different lithostratigraphic nomenclature in different 

regions, and for the purposes of clarity and emphasis on chronostratigraphic 

relationships, this study will utilize the sequence stratigraphic framework of Sonnenfeld 

(1996b) (Figs. 1.9, 1.10).   

Sonnefeld (1996a, b) defined six 3
rd

-order sequences comprising two composite 

sequences encompassing the Madison 2
nd

-order supersequence.  Sonnenfeld’s 3
rd

-order 

sequences I and II make up the first composite sequence.  This oldest composite sequence 

is equivalent to the Lodgepole Formation and is characterized as a major progradational 
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succession of shallow-marine carbonate sediments.  Sonnenfeld’s sequences III through 

VI comprise the younger composite sequence and are equivalent to the Mission Canyon 

Formation. Within the Bighorn Basin, these sequences are characterized by shallow 

subtidal and peritidal facies.  This study focuses primarily on the succession of facies 

comprising the upper portions of sequence III through sequence IV with an emphasis on 

the evaporite paleokarst complex that resides at the base of sequence IV (McCaleb, 1988; 

Sando, 1988; Sonnenfeld, 1996a; Kloss, 2011).  The sequence IV evaporite solution zone 

was termed the “Lower Solution Zone” by Sando (1967) and represents a major 

stratigraphic surface correlative throughout the Madison Platform.  The regionally 

extensive “Lower Solution Zone” at the base of sequence IV is interpreted to have been 

deposited in a salina-type environment reflecting a relatively flat, continuous evaporite 

deposit (Sonnenfeld, 1996b).  Within the BCRA locality, limited sequence V may be 

present, but in only very limited areas (Sonnenfeld, 1996b).   

The evolution of the Madison depositional profile from a ramp to rimmed, flat-

topped platform results in two general facies distribution styles.   Sonnenfeld (1996a, b) 

observed platform-wide depositional variation during Madison sequences I and II 

characterized by well-organized, correlative facies belts.  During the aggradationally-

dominated sequences III through VI, increased disorganization of facies distributions 

obscure cycle correlations with shoals and localized highs interrupting platform-wide 

facies belts (Sonnenfeld, 1996a, b).  The change in depositional profile also resulted in 

increased karstification of the platform, culminating in the top-Madison unconformity at 

the end of Madison deposition during the middle to late Meramecian (Sando, 1985).
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Figure 1.9: Chronostratigraphic chart showing lithostratigraphic units within the Bighorn 

Basin of northern Wyoming.  From Kloss (2011), modified after Sonnenfeld 

(1996a, b). 
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Figure: 1.10:  Regional Madison sequence stratigraphic cross-section from Sonnenfeld (1996b) across Wyoming.  Location of 

this cross-section is depicted on Fig. 1.2 (R-R').  The Devil’s Canyon section is located within the Bighorn 

Canyon Recreation Area.  The Madison consists of four 3
rd

-order sequences within Devil’s Canyon.  Sequences I-

II and III-IV comprise two composite sequences, each being capped by an angular unconformity.  The datum for 

this cross-section datum is the regionally, extensive solution breccia zone (red), which represents the evaporite 

paleokarst system that is the focus of this study.  The Devil’s Canyon section is 40-60 m thinner than neighboring 

sections, furthermore; sequence V is all but absent with shales/siltstones resting upon the top-Madison 

unconformity while sandstones are present in these other localities.
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TOP-MADISON UNCONFORMITY AND POST-MADISON ONLAP 

The time gap at the top-Madison unconformity is highly variable, with a 

maximum duration in the east of up to 34 m.y., becoming conformable to the west 

(Sando, 1988) (Fig. 1.4).  The Late Mississippian to Early Pennsylvanian Amsden 

Formation onlapped this exposure surface and includes, in ascending order, the Darwin 

Sandstone Member (Blackwelder, 1918), the Horseshoe Shale Member (Mallory, 1967), 

and the Ranchester Member (Mallory, 1967).  The unconformity’s variable magnitude 

causes significant differences in expression, including: (1) degree of surficial 

karstification increases from west to east, (2) the Amsden sediments overlying the top-

Madison unconformity are generally lower energy facies to the west (Horseshoe Shale) 

and higher energy to the east (Darwin Sandstone) with the exception of areas of variable 

topography, and (3) and paleokarst maturity, and (4) net thinning of sequence IV to the 

east (Fig. 1.11).  The study area contains sparse evidence of the Late Meramecian Darwin 

Sandstone having been deposited (Sando et al., 1975), possibly limited to sinkholes fills 

in upper regions of the paleokarst system.  The Horseshoe Shale rests directly on the top-

Madison unconformity in the Bighorn Canyon Recreation Area (Sonnenfeld, 1996b).  

Although studies indicate poor preservation of the younger Darwin Sandstone in this 

locality, this unit is present landward and basinward of this locality.  Elk Basin Field 

wells west of the study area towards the Antler Trough (Sonnenfeld, 1996b) and Garland 

Field wells (Demiralin, 1991) to the southwest encountered Darwin-aged sandstone, 

whereas outcrops at Sheep Mountain to the southeast towards the Transcontinental Arch 

also possess Darwin Sandstones resting on the top-Madison unconformity (Sonnenfeld, 

1996b).  The Horseshoe Shale Member contains Chesterian to Morrowan fossils, and the 

Ranchester is Morrowan to Atokan in age (Sando, 1974).  The Tensleep Formation 

overlies the Amsden Formation in the Bighorn Basin and is Atokan to Desmoinesian in 
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age and characterized by peritidal/sabkha cycles transitioning into aeolian sandstones 

(Agatston, 1952).
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Figure 1.11: Schematic stratigraphic cross section showing Upper Madison to Lower Pennsylvanian stratigraphy from 

southeast to northwest Wyoming.  Cross section shows variations in karst styles along a depositional profile.  

Modified after Zahm et al. (2011a).
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EVAPORITE KARST AND ASSOCIATED ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES 

Evaporite paleokarst results from dolostones, limestones, and sulfates undergoing 

dissolution and collapse (Friedman, 1997).  Evaporite paleokarst has been abundantly 

documented in the Jurassic Hith Formation in Saudi Arabia (Leyrer and Meyer, 2010), 

the Kirschberg Evaporite Member of the lower Cretaceous Comanche Shelf in Texas 

(Loucks and Zahm, 2010), and Spain (Gutiérrez et al., 2001; Galve et al., 2009).  

Dissolution of sulfates requires: 1) the sulfate deposit must be permeable enough that 

water can flow through it, 2) supply of water undersaturated with respect to CaSO4 or 

NaCl, 3) an outlet whereby the resulting brine can escape, 4) a hydrostatic head or 

density gradient to cause flow of water through system (Johnson, 1997).  Typically little 

evidence remains after dissolution of the original evaporites and obscures the protolith.   

Common to both carbonate paleokarst and evaporite paleokarst, the voids formed 

through dissolution affect the adjacent and overlying strata.  As the solution-widened 

void grows, the cave roof becomes unstable, and the roof begins to collapse into the cave.  

This generates a local compressional stress field above the void, and extensional stresses 

act on the areas adjacent to the roof (Kratsch, 1983).  Dissolution of evaporites results in 

a complex network of caverns along the original evaporite stratiform surface.  Each 

possesses a local stress field that interacts, leaving behind a complicated zone of 

suprastratal deformation.  Loucks (2010) proposed an evaporite paleokarst model 

detailing the pre-dissolution evaporite-bearing succession and subsequent post-

dissolution paleokarst complex.  The post-dissolution stratigraphy leaves the substratal 

section relatively undisturbed. The intrastratal evaporite-rich zone is replaced largely by 

polymict breccias consisting of a combination of overlying detritus and relicts of the 

evaporite-rich strata surviving dissolution.  The suprastratal succession exhibits extensive 

fracturing and faulting.  Architectural elements associated with evaporite karst observable 
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in outcrop consist of a dissolved evaporite solution zone, highly fractured cave roof, and 

solution-enhanced fractures that can develop into sinkholes (Loucks and Zahm, 2011).  

Deformation associated with collapse of the paleokarst system alters permeability 

pathways, typically increasing fracture permeability.  This can result in an altered 

diagenetic history in comparison to the carbonate section below it, which may have been 

comparable during original deposition (Sonnenfeld, 1996b).  When working in the 

subsurface where limited data are available it can be problematic to determine the process 

responsible for karst breccia development.  The study of the Madison evaporite 

paleokarst of the Bighorn Canyon Recreation Area by Kloss (2011) proposed a model for 

evaporite paleokarst breccia development and provided criteria for recognition of these 

features (Fig. 1.12). 
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Figure 1.12:  Recognition criteria for evaporite paleokarst deposits as defined by Kloss 

(2011) for the Mississippian Madison evaporite paleokarst within the 

Bighorn Canyon Recreation Area. 
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Figure 1.13:  Evolution of Madison evaporite paleokarst in the Bighorn Canyon Recreation Area from Kloss (2011).  Model 

shows step-wise evolution of the sequence IV Madison evaporite paleokarst (progressive dissolution with 

increasing stage).  Stage 0: Intact pre-dissolution Madison protolith. Stage I:  Initial surficial and subsurface 

dissolution of evaporites, beginning of sediment gravity flow deposition. Stage II: Increased surficial and 

subsurface dissolution promoting fracture growth and solution-enhancement of these and existing fractures. Stage 

III: Large-scale solution enhancement of subvertical fractures and rapid dissolution of main evaporite zone in 

conjunction with initial roof disruption.  Sediment gravity flows and chaotic breccia fill dissolved porosity. Stage 

IV: Amsden deposition and further infill of evaporite evacuation zone.  Continued instability of roof system leads 

to brecciation overlying cave roof strata into mosaic/fracture breccias.  Stage V: Completion of evaporite 

dissolution and infill by overlying Amsden of solution-widened fractures showing altered Madison evaporite 

system as observed today.
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BIGHORN CANYON EVAPORITE KARST SYSTEM 

The Madison evaporite breccia zone in the Bighorn Canyon Recreation Area is laterally 

extensive and persists throughout Wyoming, as first recognized by Severson (1952).  Other 

studies have since documented intrastratal breccias at the base of Sonnenfeld’s sequence IV or 

Sando’s Little Tongue Member (Nordquist, 1953; Andrichuk, 1955; Roberts, 1966; Sando, 

1974).  Some geologists attributed the breccias to unconformities within the Madison (Berry, 

1943; Laudon, 1948; Strickland, 1956, 1957, 1960).  Others have interpreted them as a result of 

post-depositional dissolution and collapse of evaporitic-strata (Roberts, 1966; Sando, 1974, 

1988).  Sando (1974) described solution-enhanced fractures associated with the solution breccia 

complex, and Sonnenfeld (1996b) proposed that solution-widened fractures served as conduits 

for evaporite dissolution at the base of sequence IV.  The study of the Madison evaporite 

paleokarst of the Bighorn Canyon Recreation Area by Kloss (2011) improved our understanding 

of the processes involved with the evolution of an evaporite paleokarst breccia complex (Fig. 

1.13).  Consistent with Loucks and Zahm’s (2011) model, Kloss noted the substratal section 

(sequence III) remained undisturbed, the intrastratal evaporite solution zone (averaging ~8 m in 

thickness) was replaced by various cave fills, and the suprastratal cave roof (sequence IV HST) 

exhibited extensive collapse deformation. 
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TIMING OF EVAPORITE DISSOLUTION AND SOLUTION-ENHANCED FRACTURE DEVELOPMENT 

Roberts (1966) inferred the solution breccias formed during or after Late Cretaceous and 

early Tertiary uplifts, during Laramide tectonism.  According to Roberts (1966), occurrences of 

solution breccias were restricted in these uplifted areas, which correlated to unaltered evaporite 

zones in areas that did not experience uplift.  Bridges (1982) proposed a Laramide-Tertiary 

timing of dissolution as well but invoked heated subsurface waters as the mechanism of 

dissolution.  Bridges (1982) cited the lack of rounded chert fragments, lack of a fining upward 

within infill successions expected with the transgressive Amsden deposit, and lack of 

stratification as justification for heated waters.  McCaleb and Wayhan (1969) conducted a 

subsurface study of the Madison paleokarst in the Elk Basin field. They observed the “Lower 

Solution Zone” and infilled solution-enhanced fractures at depth within Elk Basin, and they 

interpreted this to point to an early, Late Mississippian or Early Pennsylvanian age of 

dissolution.  Demiralin et al. (1993) conducted a subsurface study of the karst breccias within 

Garland Field in Wyoming and came to a similar conclusion as McCaleb and Wayhan (1969): 

the intraformational breccias probably formed during exposure of the Madison Shelf prior to 

deposition of the Darwin Sandstone.  Sando’s (1974) analysis of outcrop data across the Madison 

shelf favored this post-Madison timing of paleokarst breccia development. 
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CHAPTER 2:  THE STRATIGRAPHIC AND STRUCTURAL RECORD OF 

LATE PALEOZOIC UPLIFT IN BIGHORN CANYON RECREATION 

AREA – EVIDENCE FROM AMSDEN ISOPACH DATA 

 

Late Paleozoic structures are known in the general region of the Bighorn Basin.  Debates 

over timing of evaporite dissolution and solution-widened fractures as they relate to the sequence 

IV breccia development have persisted for more than four decades.  Uplift as seen with Late 

Paleozoic could be a clue to timing and extent of top-Madison paleokarst.  Variations in the 

thickness between the Upper Mississippian Madison and Lower Pennsylvanian Amsden are 

expected to vary predictably over the broad Madison platform related to proximity of deposition 

to the Transcontinental Arch and the Central Montana Trough (Sando, 1975; 1988). However, 

significant variations in thickness within the span of a few kilometers suggest that localized 

topography may have influenced stratal thicknesses.  At Elk Basin, located 35 km west of the 

Bighorn Canyon Recreation Area, McCaleb and Wayhan (1969) proposed a Late Mississippian 

to Early Pennsylvanian age for dissolution of evaporites, associated with the top-Madison karst 

topography, resulting in the formation of laterally extensive solution breccias observed in the 

subsurface.  Their reasoning relied on the presence of these solution breccia zones well below 

current groundwater systems, and similarities between the clay mineralogy of the solution 

breccias and the overlying Amsden according to X-ray analyses.  Understanding of the Early 

Pennsylvanian paleotopography within the Bighorn Recreation Area is necessary to identify 

areas of uplift coinciding with the top-Madison unconformity.   The Porcupine Creek Anticline is 

located within the study area and plunges to the northwest and is thought to be a Laramide-aged 

structure (McEldowney et al., 1977).  The Porcupine Creek Anticline, PCA, is a northwest-

trending anticline that is located within the study area.  One approach to testing the concept that 

the Porcupine Creek Anticline existed as a paleohigh during the Late Paleozoic that affected top-

Madison karst is to study the nature of thickness distribution and facies relationships of Amsden 

above the top-Madison unconformity.   
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Tectonic activity in the western Cordillera during the Late Mississippian-Early 

Pennsylvanian and the resultant foreland to forebulge deformation has not been conclusively 

correlated to the present-day Bighorn Basin. The presence of paleostructural highs in the 

northern Bighorn Basin area influencing strata thicknesses of the Pennsylvanian Tensleep and 

Permian Phosphoria/Goose Egg Formations has been documented by Simmons and Scholle 

(1990).  Additionally, Ramsey (1959) documented thickness variations in the Amsden Formation 

60 km to the north of the study area. Both studies utilized lateral facies changes and isopach 

thickness variations with the Lower Pennsylvanian to Permian strata.  Additionally, the 

relationship between uplifted areas and the development of solution-enhanced fractures 

associated with the stratiform evaporite paleokarst of sequence IV may provide an important link 

between paleostructure and breccia development (Fig. 2.1). 

The Bighorn Canyon Recreation Area provides an excellent three-dimensional exposure 

of the Late Mississippian Madison through Early Pennsylvanian Amsden Formations. The 

exposure is ideally suited for the mapping and modeling of the top sequence III – Amsden 

stratigraphic and structural relationships using the sequence boundary III and base Ranchester 

Limestone Member (Fig. 2.2).  The following chapter describes an approach for the construction 

of a structural/stratigraphic model of the Upper Madison-Amsden section and will provide 

necessary insights into this critical cover rock relationship.  
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Figure 2.1: Hypothesized resultant thickness relationships between Upper Madison and Lower Amsden sediments.  Understanding 

stratigraphic relationships of the Madison sequence boundary III and base Ranchester contact will allow for identification 

of paleostructural highs associated with the top-Madison unconformity.  Madison sequence IV depositional thickness 

variations within the Bighorn Recreation Area are assumed to be negligible, suggested by their low accommodation 

depositional environments comprised of shallow subtidal and peritidal cycles (Sonnenfeld, 1996b).  Therefore, isopach 

trends between sequence boundary III and base Ranchester essentially reveals the thickness distribution of the Horseshoe 

Shale member.  Thickness relationships: t1 = non-uplifted area during Late Paleozoic; t2 = structurally-uplifted during 

Late Paleozoic.  Locating areas of thinning within these strata is necessary for determining the structural context of the 

sequence IV evaporite paleokarst and solution-enhanced fractures. 
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Figure 2.2:  Idealized section of upper Mississippian Madison sequence III through the 

Pennsylvanian Ranchester Member of the Amsden Formation.  Section is modified 

from (Zahm et al. 2011a).  Easily recognized surfaces used for LiDAR and remote 

sensing interpretation indicated.
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Methods 

The structural/stratigraphic model of the Bighorn Canyon study area requires knowledge 

of both broader regional structural fabrics as well as local trends in bed attitude and unit 

thickness. The regional context is necessary to understand the various structural elements and 

orientations exhibited in the Bighorn Canyon study area.   Regional analysis of structural 

elements was performed by overlaying geologic maps on Google Earth™ and digitizing fold 

axes and fault planes as polylines in map view.  These trends were evaluated using length-

weighted orientation analysis and plotted on rose diagrams (Fig. 2.3). 

The goal of the digital mapping exercise described below is to reconstruct the 3D 

structural and stratigraphic relationships of Upper Madison and Amsden units.  These 

relationships should aid in unraveling the series of events associated with exposure of the 

Madison Platform, karst collapses, and onlap, and whether or not the Late Paleozoic deformation 

enhanced this unconformity.  By integrating OPTECH IlrisHD terrestrial-based LiDAR (LIght 

Detection And Ranging) data, surface mapping using a dGPS (real-time kinematic differential 

GPS with subcentimeter XYZ accuracy), and a suite of high-resolution photomosaics (~25 km 

lateral extent), a high-resolution, geospatially accurate digital outcrop model (DOM) was 

constructed following the methodology described by Bellian et al. (2005).  The following 

sections will describe the workflow used to construct the DOM, how it was used to digitally map 

stratigraphic contacts, and how the mapping control was used to model structure contour and 

isopach maps with the goal of analyzing thickness variations to identify paleostructural elements. 
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Figure 2.3: Bighorn Basin regional structural orientation analysis.  Structures were digitized on 

Google Earth™ maps and rose diagrams were calculated for length-weighted for 

orientation.  Top-right: Cumulative length-weighted rose diagram of all mapped 

structures.
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DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING METHODS  

Two hundred forty-five terrestrial LiDAR scans (average spot spacing 5 cm) of 

approximately 13 km of laterally continuous Upper Madison to Lower Amsden exposures were 

scanned (Fig. 2.4). The outcrops scanned include subvertical cliffs along the N-S-trending 

Bighorn River Canyon ranging in height from 30 to 280 m.  LiDAR scans were captured largely 

from the western side of the north-south portions of the Bighorn Canyon and along the northern 

wall within the east-west-trending Devil’s Creek Canyon. The individual scans were captured 

with a minimum of 10% overlap for reliable merging in Polyworks IMalign® software.  

Nineteen scan locations were mapped using real-time kinematic GPS (RTK-GPS) to enable the 

merged scans be placed, allowing for an XYZ tolerance of 20 cm, within global coordinates 

(UTM Zone 12N).  The base Ranchester contact was mapped using an RTK-GPS instrument 

while walking out the contact in the field (Fig. 2.5).
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Figure 2.4: Map view of LiDAR dataset.  Dataset consists of 245 terrestrial LiDAR scans with 

average spot spacing of 5 cm.  Red boxes measure 250 m by 250 m. 
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Figure 2.5: Google Earth™ map showing high-resolution mapping control points.  
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DIGITIZATION OF STRATIGRAPHIC CONTACTS 

Sequence boundary III and the base Ranchester Member stratigraphic contacts were 

remotely mapped using the Polyworks IMInspect® software and high-resolution photomosaics 

to develop an inventory of control points for structure contour maps of each contact (Figs. 2.6, 

2.7).  Sequence boundary IV was not mapped because of its highly rugose nature caused by a 

combination of karstification during formation of the 2
nd

 –order unconformity dividing the 

Madison from the Amsden and variable local elevation differences caused by cave roof collapse.  

Furthermore, using sequence boundary III results in three benefits: 1) both surfaces are assumed 

to have originated as flat depositional surfaces, 2) using these surfaces obviates some 

complexities associated with using the top-Madison unconformity, and 3) the total record from 

the top of Madison sequence III to the Ranchester contact contains more geologic time 

increasing, the chance of imaging subtle thickness variations.  Both surfaces required separate 

considerations dictated by their field expression as seen in outcrops and in the LiDAR dataset.  

As seen in outcrop photos, the base of the evaporite paleokarst system exhibits a relatively planar 

contact sharply dividing the underlying tan-gray carbonates from the overlying red cave-fill. The 

LiDAR expression is characterized by a sharp contact dividing high (cave floor) and low (cave 

fill) intensities, which are expressions of the reflective contrast of the white tan-gray carbonates 

vs. red cave-fill.  The Ranchester contact was more difficult to map directly on the LiDAR point 

cloud because the exposures were discontinuous, sometimes in the grassy hills and at a distance 

ranging from 20 m to 400 m behind the main Madison cliff wall rarely being captured in the 

LiDAR dataset.  Outcrop photos and base Ranchester GPS control points from the field serving 

as seed points greatly aided picking this surface reliably marked by the first occurrence above the 

red Horseshoe Shale Member of a gray to white carbonate bench.  Digitization of stratigraphic 

contacts on the georeferenced DOM resulted in 2630 picks for base paleokarst (sequence 

boundary III +2 m) surface and 133 for the base Ranchester contact (Fig. 2.5). 
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Figure 2.6: Example of digitization of stratigraphic surfaces at Horseshoe Bend.  Left: Outcrop Photo.  Right: LiDAR image with 

interpretation.  Sequence boundary III and the base Ranchester contact were mapped throughout the LiDAR dataset.  

This view is looking to the northwest from Horseshoe Bend and is one of the few windows where a complete section 

from sequence boundary III to the base Tensleep contact is exposed.  Notice the flat lying nature of both of these 

surfaces, whereas the sequence boundary IV surface is highly rugose due to collapse deformation and karst topography 

developed during the post-Madison unconformity.  
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Figure 2.7:  Example of digitization of stratigraphic surfaces at Devil’s Creek.  Top: Outcrop 

Photo.  Bottom: LiDAR image with interpretation.  This view is looking to the 

north nearly parallel to the axis of the Porcupine Creek Anticline.  The crest of the 

fold is to the left of the picture and the synclinal axis is located on the right.
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As a result of the distinct color contrast and lesser differentiated weather, I was able to 

use 1 m resolution Google Earth™ images to add control.  LiDAR and RTK-GPS control points 

for the high-resolution Ranchester dataset were imported into Google Earth™.  The combination 

of this high-resolution dataset and visual calibration from field mapping reliably confirmed the 

contact to follow (within 0-5 m) the sharp color change dividing the red Horseshoe Shale 

Member from the white Ranchester Member on aerial photography.  Polylines were digitized in 

Google Earth™ along the contact using these visual criteria and the in-situ dataset as control 

points (Fig. 2.8).  The XY control points were exported into GlobalMapper™ and a 1 Arc 

Second DEM was loaded from the USGS Seamless server.  Finally, the XY control points were 

projected onto the DEM to acquire a Z-value resulting in 1322 additional control points.  
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Figure 2.8: Base Ranchester contact as digitized on aerial photo.  Yellow polylines indicate 

where the contact was digitized based off the sharp color contrast between the red 

Horseshoe Shale Member and the white Ranchester Member of the Amsden 

Formation in combination with RTK-GPS control points serving as seed points.  

(Image from Google Earth™) 
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Figure 2.9: Pi-diagram from LiDAR measured bedding orientations.  Representative beds within 

the Madison sequence IV cave roof were measured for strike and dip.  A best-fit 

great circle indicates the fold (pole = blue triangle) to have a trend and plunge of 

123º/2º. 
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CONSTRUCTION OF SEQUENCE BOUNDARY III AND BASE RANCHESTER STRUCTURE CONTOUR 

MAPS 

Creation of realistic surfaces within the GOCAD® or any other modeling package can be 

improved by providing a structural trend to guide data interpolation.  The Porcupine Creek 

Anticline is the most prominent structural feature within the map area.  In order to determine the 

trend and plunge of the Porcupine Creek Anticline,  planes were created from picking 

representative bedding surfaces within sequence IV along both limbs of the fold within the 

LiDAR dataset.  Orientations (strike and dip) were extracted from these planes and plotted on a 

pi-diagram.  A great circle was best-fit to the data, resulting in a trend and plunge of 123º/2º to 

be used in surface modeling (Fig. 2.9).  Structure contour maps of sequence boundary III and the 

base Ranchester contact were achieved by using the 3D control points coupled with the 

orientation of Porcupine Creek Anticline as described above.  Constructing structure contour 

maps began with importation of LiDAR and RTK-GPS 3D control points along with the 

GoogleEarth/DEM dataset into the GOCAD® modeling software.  Two separate control point 

datasets were created, one consisting solely of the sequence boundary III LiDAR control points 

and the other consisting of all base Ranchester control data types (LiDAR/RTK-GPS/DEM) 

combined to form one set (Fig. 2.10).  A surface was fit to each dataset, sequence boundary III 

and base Ranchester, maintaining all 3D control points the using standard kriging with a trending 

parallel to the fold axis of the Porcupine Creek Anticline (123°). (Figs. 2.11, 2.12)  Additional 

smoothing was applied to each surface and contours were overlain.
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Figure 2.10: Map showing structure contour mapping 3D control points.  This map was generated in GOCAD® displaying the various 

data types used to develop the sequence boundary III and base Ranchester structure contour maps. 
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Figure 2.11: Structure contour map of sequence boundary III.  This map was developed for the sequence boundary III surface 

maintaining all 3D control points digitized on the LiDAR DOM.  The axis of Porcupine Creek Anticline was mapped on 

this surface and trends 304º (azimuth). CI = 20m. 
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Figure 2.12: Structure contour map on the base Ranchester contact.  This map was developed by maintaining all 3D control points 

digitized on the LiDAR DOM, field mapped using the RTK-GPS, and digitized using Google Earth in combination with 

a 1 Arc Second DEM.  The mapped Porcupine Creek Anticline fold axis from sequence boundary III structure contour 

map was overlain.  CI = 20m.
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CONSTRUCTION OF ISOPACH MAP BETWEEN SEQUENCE BOUNDARY III AND BASE 

RANCHESTER 

After construction of both structure contour maps, an isopach map was generated 

between sequence boundary III and the base Ranchester contact.  The z-value of the structure 

contour maps exists as elevation above sea level.  The z-values from sequence boundary III 

surface were subtracted from the Ranchester surface to generate an elevation difference map.  

This resultant map is an isopach map of a combined thickness of sequence IV plus the Horseshoe 

Shale Member of the Amsden Formation (Fig. 2.13).  As it is assumed that thickness changes 

within sequence IV are negligible, this isopach map is basically of the Horseshoe Shale Member.
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Figure 2.13: Isopach map between sequence boundary III and base Ranchester.  This map was developed by subtracting the z-values 

of the sequence boundary III and the base Ranchester structure contour maps.  Axes of thinning and thickening were 

inferred to be oriented NW-SE.  The axis of thinning trends 325º and is situated in the region of the present-day 

Porcupine Creek Anticline. CI = 2 m.
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Observations and Results  

Regional structural orientation analysis reveals a bimodal orientation distribution in 

which both modes are oriented NW-SE and roughly parallel (Fig. 2.3).  Structures were 

segregated into groups possessing similar orientations based on their length-weighted orientation 

(Fig. 2.14).  The trend of the Pryor and West Bighorn thrusts averaged 160°-340° (azimuth).  

The trend of Porcupine Creek Anticline, Garland Anticline, Sheep Mountain Anticline, Fives 

Springs Fault, and Elk Basin Anticline averaged 131°/311° (azimuth).   

The sequence boundary III structure contour map shows a prominent topographic high 

trending NW-SE in the vicinity of the Porcupine Creek Anticline, and topographic lows exist 

northeast and southwest of the fold axis.  The surface’s elevation gradually increases to the 

southeastern portion of the map.  The sequence boundary III contour map shows that the 

Porcupine Creek Anticline generally plunges northwest under the Pryor Mountains located 1.5 

km northwest of the map area. The crest of the Porcupine Creek Anticline as defined by the well-

constrained sequence boundary III surface has a plunge azimuth of 304º.  The plunge direction is 

opposite compared to the southeast plunge direction (azimuth of 123º) given by LiDAR bedding 

orientations described above.  Although the plunge directions of the anticline given by the 

surface mapping and LiDAR orientations are oriented in opposite directions, measuring the trend 

both ways results in a near identical fold axis orientation (within 1º azimuth).  A data population 

of dip and dip azimuths was extracted from a line digitized on the sequence boundary III surface 

along the north and south limb of Porcupine Creek Anticline in GOCAD® near the vicinity of 

the LiDAR bedding orientations.  A histogram of dip angles for this data population shows a 

range from 4° to 12° and averages 6.8° (Fig. 2.15).  These data were plotted on a pi-diagram and 

a great circle was best-fitted (Fig. 2.16).  This calculation determined the Porcupine Creek 

Anticline to have a trend and plunge of 124°/0° further revealing the shallow plunging nature of 

the fold where measured.  The base Ranchester structure contour exhibits a similar geometry as 

the sequence boundary III surface with a NW-SE directed structural crest coinciding with the 
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Porcupine Creek Anticline, with lows on the northeast and southwest sides.  The structure 

gradually rises to the southeast.  Moving down the northern limb of the topographically high 

Porcupine Creek, the contour lines are more widely spaced on the base Ranchester map when 

compared to the sequence boundary III map, and this relationship is manifested when the 

surfaces are subtracted. 

The isopach map of the sequence IV and Horseshoe Shale Member shows a prominent 

NW-SE trending axis of thinning (trend of 325°) and a roughly parallel axis of thickening.  The 

isopach map shows significant thinning between the sequence boundary III to base Ranchester 

interval over Porcupine Creek Anticline and thickening into the synclinal axis 650 m to the 

northeast. To a lesser degree, the map also shows a thickening of section 1.2 km to the southwest 

of the fold axis.  An isopach thickness histogram consisting of values registered for each 

sequence boundary III LiDAR control point location shows a median thickness of 77 m and the 

minimum and maximum thickness values are 38 m and 115 m, respectively (Fig. 2.17).  The 

minimum thickness occurs on the crest of the Porcupine Creek Anticline whereas the maximum 

thickness occurs in the synclinal axis to the north.
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Figure 2.14: Bighorn basin structural orientation rose diagrams.  Rose diagrams are composites 

from the structural orientation analysis shown in Figure 2.3, indicating a bimodal 

orientation distribution.  Structures with similar orientations were grouped to 

generate representative rose diagrams of the two preferred orientations.  Average 

azimuth orientations of the rose diagrams are 131°-311° on the left and 160°-340° 

on the right.  
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Figure 2.15: Histogram of dip angles measured on the sequence boundary III surface.  Dips were 

extracted in GOCAD® perpendicular to the axis of Porcupine Creek Anticline 

along the north and south limbs.  Dataset comprises 95 total measurements and 

averages 6.8º.
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Figure 2.16: Pi-diagram of orientations along Porcupine Creek Anticline from sequence 

boundary III surface.  Data population was extracted from the modeled sequence 

boundary III surface in GOCAD® along the limbs of the Porcupine Creek Anticline 

(from similar region as LiDAR bedding orientations were measured in Figure 2.9).  

A great circle was best-fit revealing a trend and plunge of 124º/0º (pole = green 

triangle).
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Figure 2.17: Histogram of isopach values between sequence boundary III and base Ranchester.
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Discussion 

The Porcupine Creek Anticline’s present-day configuration shares a similar 

orientation to known Late Paleozoic uplifts (Sheep Mountain Anticline, Custer Anticline) 

in addition to other structures in the Bighorn Basin thought to be of Laramide origin, i.e. 

Elk Basin (McCabe, 1948) (Figs. 2.3, 2.14).  Ancestral Rocky Mountain tectonism was 

ongoing during the Late Paleozoic.  However, these structures and Laramide structures 

are subparallel rendering orientation an inconclusive indicator for age of deformation (Ye 

et al., 1996; Poole et al., 2005).  This study provides an additional criterion for age 

analysis through stratigraphic relationships ignored by analysis based purely on 

orientation. 

Thickness differences between sequence boundary III and the base Ranchester 

contact support the presence of paleotopographic variability during Late Mississippian to 

Early Pennsylvanian time.  Folding of strata has been documented to cause thickness 

attenuation on fold limbs; however; significant amounts of thinning are limited to limbs 

possessing a high dip angle.  Zahm and others (2011b) documented thickness attenuation 

of Madison sequence IV at Sheep Mountain Anticline as a function of forelimb dip angle.  

Assuming the maximum forelimb dip angle for Porcupine Creek Anticline extracted from 

the sequence boundary III surface (12°), calculation of maximum percentage of thinning 

caused by fold attenuation results in thinning of sequence IV to be 10%.  The Chugwater 

Formation of the Bighorn Basin is an analogous lithology to the Horseshoe Shale 

Member.  Calculations by Berg (1976) performed on the subsurface cross-section of 

Hamilton Dome located in the Bighorn Basin show thinning of the Chugwater section of 

11% on the forelimb with an angle of 13°.  The thickness from the synclinal axis to the 

crest of Porcupine Creek Anticline thins from 115 m to 38 m, or a thinning of 77%.  The 

degree of thinning over the structure shown by the isopach map cannot be explained by 
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simple fault thickness attenuation and suggests that the structure existed as a subtle 

paleohigh prior to the time of Ranchester deposition.  This paleostructure influenced 

deposition of the Horseshoe Shale Member and possibly also the erosion rates of 

sequence IV Madison.   

These observations support a Late Mississippian to Early Pennsylvanian timing 

for initial deformation associated with Porcupine Creek Anticline.  Although thinning 

occurred over the Porcupine Creek Anticline, the present-day fold axis (304º) differs 

from the axis of thinning (325°), suggesting that the Late Mississippian to Early 

Pennsylvanian paleostructure was modified by a later deformational event.  As previously 

proposed by McEldowney et al. (1977), the Porcupine Creek Anticline clearly 

experienced deformation after the Paleozoic, probably Laramide, evidenced by the 

current configuration where the entire section present is folded through at least the 

Pennsylvanian Tensleep in addition to the NE-SW shortening direction.  The orientation 

of the thinning axis falls in the middle of the bimodal orientation distribution derived 

from the regional structural analysis, further justifying orientation as a poor indicator for 

age.   

Controversy surrounds the initial timing of solution-enhanced fracture 

development, and previous studies have proposed a timing of dissolution during the Late 

Mississippian and Early Pennsylvanian (McCaleb and Wayhan, 1969; Sando, 1974, 

1988; Demiralin, 1991).  Specifically, Sando (1974) advocates this timing owing to the 

fine-to-medium grained quartz sand in the matrix of the breccia as irregular bodies and 

lenses that were likely Darwin in origin. Under the assumption that solution-features 

nucleate along pre-existing fractures, identification of this paleostructure will provide 

necessary context when evaluating a link between solution-enhanced fractures, 
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dissolution of the stratiform evaporite system, and the mechanism controlling their 

distribution. 
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Chapter Conclusions 

The similar orientations shared by Porcupine Creek Anticline and other Late 

Paleozoic structures, such as Sheep Mountain, potentially points to a common origin.  

Creation of a high-resolution 3D DOM provided an ideal geospatially accurate template 

for mapping of stratigraphic horizons to generate a representative isopach map.  In 

summary, digital models of isopach thicknesses within the Bighorn Canyon Recreation 

Area reveal that (1) significant localized thickness changes occurred between the base 

evaporite paleokarst zone (sequence boundary III) and the overlying base Ranchester 

contact, (2) substantial thinning occurred over Porcupine Creek Anticline (>60 m), (3) the 

orientation of the axis of thinning between these two stratigraphic horizons differs from 

the present orientation of Porcupine Creek Anticline.  These data strongly suggest that 

initial deformation of Porcupine Creek Anticline occurred during the Late Mississippian 

to Late Pennsylvanian. 
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CHAPTER 3:  CLASSIFICATION, DISTRIBUTION AND 

GEOSPATIAL ANALYSIS OF SOLUTION-ENHANCED 

FRACTURES 

 

Laterally-continuous stratiform brecciation within the Madison sequence IV in the 

BCRA area was documented by Kloss (2011), with mention of the relationship of 

solution-widened fractures as conduits to enhance the influx of meteoric water into the 

evaporite-rich strata, eventually resulting in chaotic breccia development.  Sando (1974) 

described four solution features: enlarged joints, sinkholes, caves, and solution zones 

within the Madison paleokarst system.  Kloss (2011) focused on the intraformational 

solution zones.  In this study, solution-enhanced features refer to solution-enlarged joints 

and solution dolines that typically initiate along fracture planes (Williams, 1983).  

Sonnenfeld (1996b) described distinct breccia types within the solution-widened fractures 

near the crest of the Porcupine Anticline, including both mosaic and chaotic breccias. 

Primarily noting that the fill color resembles the overlying Amsden sediments found 

within solution-enlarged fractures, Sonnenfeld interpreted that these fractures contain 

both Amsden and Madison sediments.  He further proposed that the concave and convex 

geometries of the solution-widened fractures may be the result of dissolution of conjugate 

shear fractures.  This study utilizes the previous observations, further subdividing the 

breccia and fills types within the fractures, and places the solution-enhanced fractures in a 

paleostructural context, thereby allowing for geospatial analyses of fracture properties.  
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Methods 

Solution-enhanced fractures were characterized using a karst breccia facies 

scheme, and a classification criterion was developed.  Sediment and breccia-filled 

solution-enhanced fractures within the Madison Formation of the Bighorn Recreation 

Area originated as throughgoing fractures within sequence IV (Sonnenfeld, 1996b; Kloss, 

2011).  Type examples of sediment and breccia-filled, solution-widened fractures were 

characterized utilizing a paleokarst facies classification (Table 3.1).  The facies scheme 

employed was defined for the Bighorn Canyon Recreation Area by Kloss (2011) who 

modified the scheme used by Sonnenfeld (1996b) for the Madison Formation in 

Wyoming which was in turn based on the Ellenburger karst system (Kerans, 1989).  The 

fracture-fill types were described at locations where they could be directly observed, and 

fill types were defined by the infill breccia fabric characterized by clast and matrix 

character (Fig. 3.1).  Remote access precluded sediment sampling of the fills, and it was 

assumed that “Amsden” is associated with the deep, red color similar to the Horseshoe 

Shale, whereas “Madison” is associated with predominantly carbonate fill that varied 

from buff gray to light pink.  An additional classification describing the vertical extent of 

fractures from either fully-penetrating versus partially-penetrating the entire sequence IV 

stratigraphic succession (i.e., top stratiform chaotic breccias to sequence IV uniformity 

surface) was documented. Four fracture types were mapped: (1) Amsden-filled, fully 

penetrating; (2) Amsden-filled, partially penetrating; (3) Madison-filled, fully 

penetrating; and (4) Madison-filled, partially penetrating.  
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Table 3.1:  Paleokarst facies chart showing the relationship between paleokarst facies used to map type examples of solution-

enhanced fractures in relation to Kloss (2011) paleokarst facies.  Idealized fill type distributions are shown on the 

right column based on the depth fill sediments penetrated the sequence IV cave roof. 
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Figure 3.1: Solution-enhanced fracture fill types.  Fill type examples in above pictures are outlined in yellow dashed lines.  

Although these example photos are not typical fracture geometries, they were chosen for ease of demonstrating 

the appearance of the sediment fill types.  Chart details the several recognition criteria used to distinguish fill 

types when mapping solution-enhanced fractures in the Bighorn Canyon Recreation Area. 
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In most localities, cliff exposures preclude direct observation of the solution-

enhanced fractures, but the fracture types were mapped using high-resolution photos, 

binoculars, and satellite images from Google Earth™.  Nearly continuous exposures were 

mapped from Barry’s Island to the north, 5 km east along Devil’s Creek and south to 

Horseshoe Bend (Fig. 3.2). Canyon walls that were excluded from the mapping included 

the western canyon walls of the Bighorn River exposures and the southern wall of Devil’s 

Creek, due to land access issues. In addition, the BCRA area was uplifted and 

monoclinally folded during the Laramide orogeny, causing some localities of sequence 

IV to be either eroded or submerged under the current lake level.  Solution features were 

characterized and plotted on satellite photos over the field area. The field-mapped 

solution-enhanced fractures were digitized into an ArcGIS database (Fig. 3.3).  

Additional geologic information was added to the GIS database, including bed attitude 

(e.g., strike and dip), fold axes (e.g., anticlinal and synclinal), and known or mapped 

faults within the field area.
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Figure 3.2:  Aerial photo showing extent of mapped solution-enhanced fractures with the 

sequence IV cave roof.  (Image from Google Earth™) 
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Figure 3.3:  ArcGIS database of mapped solution-enhanced fractures.  Fold axes, axis of thinning, and thickening were mapped 

from structure contour and isopach maps described in Chapter 2.  Mapped exposures shown by highlighted 

canyon walls. 
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Quantitative analysis typical for fractures is appropriate when evaluating solution-

enhanced fracture distribution.  Understanding the distribution style allows prediction of 

spacing into unknown areas.  After Mauldon et al. (2001), solution-enhanced fracture 

intensity (Fsol) is defined as the number of solution-enhanced fractures (N) divided by the 

total length (L) of the scan line: 

Fsol = 
L

N
 

The inverse of fracture intensity, average spacing, is commonly how fracture 

abundance is reported (Ortega et al., 2006).  Average spacing of solution-enhanced 

fractures (     ) is given by: 

      
 

 
    

 

 
 

 

    

 

   
 

where    is the measured spacing between adjacent solution-enhanced fractures along the 

scan line.  Under the assumption that solution-features nucleate along pre-existing 

fractures, a set of tectonic fractures oriented parallel to the axis of thinning between 

sequence boundary III and base Ranchester (described in Chapter 2) were hypothesized 

to control the distribution of solution-enhanced fractures.  However, a sample line with 

an orientation not perpendicular to the fold axis trend, (azimuth of 55° or 235º), results in 

apparent spacing of fractures presumed to parallel to the fold axis.  Outcrop exposures are 

not perfectly perpendicular to the fold axis, requiring a fracture spacing correction 

defined by Terzaghi (1965) to normalize this effect, given by: 

 

              or              
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where     is the corrected spacing,     is the spacing measured along the sample line, and 

  is the angle between the orientation of the sample line and the orientation of a line 

perpendicular to the fold axis (Fig. 3.4).  Moreover, spacing is a function of length and 

correction for a single arbitrary length measurement along a sample line, Ltz, the same 

method applies.  The relative spacing of solution-enhanced fractures was measured along 

a series of scan lines in the study area (Fig. 3.5).  Orientations of the scan lines are largely 

determined by the orientation of the canyon walls where the fractures are exposed. An 

attempt was made to create sample lines sub-perpendicular to the determined 

paleostructural fold axis (discussed in Chapter 2) to analyze for extensional fractures that 

parallel to the fold axis (i.e., thinning axis of Fig. 2.12).  Solution features were projected 

strike-parallel to the NW-trending axis of thinning (azimuth of 325°), along a 400-m-

wide window within a 200 m distance from axis of the sample line to limit areas of 

increased data acquisition.
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Figure 3.4:  Schematic for apparent spacing correction.  Outcrop orientations result in 

sample line orientations that differ from the fracture plane orientations, 

resulting in apparent spacing.    Correction of spacing measurements can be 

accomplished by multiplying the measurement by the cosine of the angle, α, 

between a line perpendicular to the fold axis and the sample line.
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Figure 3.5: Scan line basemap.  This map shows the orientation and position of sample 

lines used to spatially analyze the distribution of solution-enhanced 

fractures.  A-A' represents a N-S composite sample line consisting of NS1 to 

NS7.  B-B' represents an E-W composite sample line consisting of EW1 to 

EW3.
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Histograms were generated to analyze fracture intensity variability along the 

composite N-S and E-W sample lines segregating each fracture type.  After the fracture 

spacing data were corrected for apparent spacing, fractures were totaled every 250 m 

iterating along the composite scan lines.  Log-log cumulative number plots were 

constructed with the ranked     to evaluate the data for a suite of statistical distributions. 

Curve equations for normal distribution, log-normal distribution, power law scaling, and 

exponential distribution were calculated as defined by Bonnet et al. (2001).  Calculating 

χ
2
-error provides a relative quality-of-fit test for determining which distribution curve 

equation best describes fracture distributions (Hooker et al., in press).  A χ
2
-error value 

was calculated for each equation to judge the relative quality of fit.  The χ
2 

-error is the 

summation of the differences between the data points and their correlative equation-

derived expected frequency given by: 

 

χ
2
= ∑

E

EO 2)( 
 

where O is the observed spacing value and E is the correlative expected spacing 

measurement predicted by the curve equation. 
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 Solution-Enhanced Fracture Observations and Results 

SOLUTION-ENHANCED FRACTURE FILL TYPES 

Two categories of solution-enhanced fracture fill types were described, 

characterized and mapped using the classification:  (1) predominantly Amsden-filled, 

both fully- and partially-penetrating the Seq. IV HFS, and (2) predominantly Madison-

filled, both fully- and partially-penetrating.  Characteristics of the two types of fill are 

given below: 

 

Predominantly Amsden-Filled, Fully- and Partially-Penetrating  

(Figs. 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9) 

Predominantly Amsden-filled solution-enhanced fractures are presumed to be 

filled with mostly infiltrated Amsden sediment appearing red from a distance, a product 

of the high infiltrated matrix content.  The dominant facies within this type of pipe is 

massively-bedded polymictic matrix-supported chaotic breccia in combination with lesser 

components consisting of clast-supported chaotic breccia and bedded sediment gravity 

flows.  The breccia clasts are largely sequence IV HST host rock randomly arranged and 

floating within a finer-grained matrix.  The matrix is predominantly sourced from the 

overlying Horseshoe Shale Member and is dark red, typically lacks bedding and contains 

primarily argillaceous microcrystalline dolomite with 10% siliciclastics (Fig. 3.10).  

Clasts are sub-rounded to angular and range in size from 0.5 mm to 1 m.  Clast 

mineralogy can be either limestone or dolomite, with rare chert or very fine sandstone.  

Multiple fill phases can be observed, distinguished by compositional differences in fill 

strata.  Variations in matrix size, clast size, presence of vugs, and clast-to-matrix ratio 

delineate different fill episodes (Fig. 3.11).  Lateral facies transitions along the solution-
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enhanced fracture walls from the matrix and clast-supported chaotic breccia fill to mosaic 

and fracture breccia cave roof are generally sharp.
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Figure 3.6:  Photo of Amsden-filled, fully-penetrating solution-enhance fracture.  This outcrop photo illustrates the 

predominantly Amsden-filled solution-enhanced fracture with a widening down morphology.  The red matrix is 

composed of infiltrated fine-grained Amsden sediments with buff grey to light pink clasts made of sequence IV 

HST randomly arranged.  Varying amounts of clasts enable distinction of multiple episodes of fill.
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Figure 3.7: Interpreted photo of Amsden-filled, fully-penetrating solution-enhanced 

fracture.  Photo was interpreted using facies described in Table 3.1.     

(Green = cover)  
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Figure 3.8: Photo of Amsden-filled, partially-penetrating solution-enhanced fracture.  

This outcrop photo illustrates the predominantly Amsden-filled solution-

enhanced fracture following a set of conjugate fractures.  The red matrix is 

composed of infiltrated fine-grained Amsden sediments with buff gray to 

light pink clasts made of sequence IV HST randomly arranged.
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Figure 3.9: Interpreted photo of Amsden-filled, partially-penetrating solution-enhanced 

fracture.  Photo was interpreted using facies described in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.10: Photomicrograph of predominantly Amsden fill.  Matrix mainly consists of 

microcrystalline dolomite and argillaceous material (dark gray to black).  

Clasts are outlined in yellow dashed lines.  Clast lithology is carbonate. 
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Figure 3.11:  Example of multiple fills within Amsden-filled, fully-penetrating solution-enhanced fracture (fracture wall = pink 

dashed lines; fracture fills = yellow dashed lines).  This solution-enhanced fracture is located near the axis of 

Porcupine Creek Anticline.  Fills are delineated by various clast-to-matrix ratios.  View is to the northwest.
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Predominantly Madison-Filled, Fully- and Partially-Penetrating 

(Figs. 3.12, 3.13, 3.14, 3.15) 

Predominantly Madison-filled solution-enhanced fractures are presumed to be 

filled with mostly sequence IV HST host rock and appear buff gray to light pink.  The 

dominant breccia facies within this type of pipe is clast-supported chaotic breccia and 

mosaic breccia.  Clasts are subangular to angular and range in size from 1 cm to 2 m.  

Clast compositions are limited to limestone and dolomite and are predominantly angular.  

Matrix is primarily micrite but, in some instances matrix contains argillaceous-rich 

infiltrated Amsden, and calcite spar cement fills fracture porosity pervasively (Fig. 3.16).  

Predominantly Madison-filled solution-enhanced fractures generally showed diffuse 

fracture walls characterized by a gradational lateral breccia facies transition from chaotic 

(when present) to mosaic to fracture breccia,s rarely expressing sharp facies boundaries 

for the full vertical extent. 
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Figure 3.12:  Photo of Madison-filled, fully-penetrating solution enhanced fracture.  The 

predominantly Madison fill consists of clast-supported chaotic breccias and 

mosaic breccias made of sequence IV carbonate clasts. 
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Figure 3.13: Interpreted photo of Madison-filled, fully-penetrating solution-enhanced 

fracture.  Photo was interpreted using facies described in Table 3.1. 
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Figure 3.14: Photo of Madison-filled, partially-penetrating solution-enhanced fracture.  

The predominantly Madison fill consists of clast-supported chaotic breccias 

and mosaic breccias made of sequence IV carbonate clasts.  Offset of strata 

adjacent to fracture walls indicates that this feature formed along a fault 

plane.
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Figure 3.15: Interpreted photo of Madison-filled, partially-penetrating solution-enhanced 

fracture.  Photo was interpreted using facies described in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.16:  Photomicrograph of predominantly Madison fill.  Matrix mainly consists of 

micrite (dark gray) with a minor component of argillaceous material in 

predominantly Madison filled solution-enhanced fractures.  Clast boundaries 

are highlighted in yellow dashed lines.  Clast lithology is primary carbonate.  

Photomicrograph also shows more poorly connected fractures filling with 

calcite spar.
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MORPHOLOGY OF SOLUTION-ENHANCED FRACTURES 

Observation of solution-enhanced features is generally limited to canyon wall 

exposures, but some weathered surface expressions revealed a wide variety of geometries 

in map view.  Generally these fractures are high-angle features and their map view 

morphologies ranged from planar in smaller features with tapering edges to ellipsoid to 

perfectly spherical in larger features.  Detailed observation of the solution enlargement 

within some fractures revealed smaller solution fractures branching off a main feature 

(Fig. 3.17).
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Figure 3.17: Photo of complex branching of solution-enhanced fractures.  The main 

fracture opening is shown by A; smaller solution fractures (B and C) branch 

off along the same fracture plane.  D shows the location of flow stones that 

grew within this solution-enhanced fracture. 
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Morphology of Predominantly Amsden-Filled, Fully-Penetrating vs. Partially-

Penetrating Fractures 

(Fig. 3.18) 

Both types of predominantly Amsden-filled solution-enhanced fractures 

originated as throughgoing fractures that existed in the sequence IV cave roof.  

Predominantly Amsden-filled, fully-penetrating fractures were observed or inferred to 

span the entire sequence IV cave roof.  Morphologies of predominantly Amsden-filled, 

fully-penetrating solution-enhanced fractures are characterized by subvertical fracture 

walls that taper either in a single direction or in both directions (e.g., hourglass shaped).  

The centerlines of these fractures vary in apparent dip relative to bedding, ranging from 

45 to 90º. Predominantly Amsden-filled, partially-penetrating fractures exhibit 

morphologies contained completely within the sequence IV cave roof.  One form consists 

of downward-tapering fracture walls penetrating the sequence IV cave roof from the 

capping unconformity and terminating before reaching the stratiform paleokarst zone.  A 

second form tapered upward, penetrating the sequence IV cave roof from the intrastratal 

paleokarst system and terminating before reaching the top-Madison unconformity.  A 

third form exists completely internal to the sequence IV cave roof in localized pockets.  A 

fourth form exhibited two solution-enhanced fractures intersecting, forming an X-shaped 

geometry appearing to follow conjugate fracture sets.  The centerline of predominantly 

Amsden-filled, partially-penetrating fractures varied in apparent dip, with a tendency for 

downward-tapering types to possess a steeper dip than their upward-tapering 

counterparts.
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Figure 3.18:  Schematic diagram of various predominantly Amsden-filled solution-enhanced fracture morphologies.  

Horizontal scale is representative of morphological dimensions and not typical of solution-enhanced fracture 

spacing.
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Morphology of Predominantly Madison-Filled, Fully-Penetrating vs. Partially-

Penetrating Fractures  

(Fig. 3.19) 

 Both types of predominantly Madison-filled solution-enhanced fractures 

originated as throughgoing fractures that existed in the sequence IV cave roof.  

Predominantly Madison-filled solution-enhanced fractures are commonly oriented 

subvertical and have visible fault offset near the top-Madison unconformity.  The diffuse 

sequence IV cave roof/fill contact of predominantly Madison-filled fractures can obscure 

feature boundaries in high clast-to-matrix-ratio examples.  Predominantly, Madison-

filled, fully-penetrating fractures were observed or inferred to span the entire sequence IV 

cave roof.  Gross morphologies of predominantly Madison-filled, fully-penetrating 

fractures consist of widening up/down, subvertical fracture walls, and/or show evidence 

of stopping upward.  Predominantly Madison-filled, partially-penetrating solution-

enhanced fractures are commonly oriented subvertical and exhibit gross morphologies 

completely contained within the sequence IV cave roof.  One form consists of downward- 

tapering fracture walls penetrating the sequence IV cave roof from the capping 

unconformity and terminating before reaching the stratiform paleokarst zone.  A second 

form tapered upward, penetrating the sequence IV cave roof from the intrastratal 

paleokarst system and terminating before reaching the top-Madison unconformity.  A 

third form exists completely internal to the sequence IV cave roof in localized pockets 

showing evidence of stopping up and convex up top.  A fourth form appeared to follow 

sequence-bounded fault planes.  Although some predominantly Amsden-filled fractures 

showed fault offset of roof blocks, predominantly Madison-filled fractures nearly always 

occurred at sites showing dip-slip offset.
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Figure 3.19: Schematic diagram of various predominantly Madison-filled solution-enhanced fracture morphologies.  

Horizontal scale is representative of morphological dimensions and not typical of solution-enhanced fracture 

spacing. 
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SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF SOLUTION-ENHANCED FRACTURES 

Geospatial analysis proves distribution of solution-enhanced fractures is highly 

variable with respect to fracture spacing.  Calculations of solution-enhanced fracture 

spacing, (     ),  following the correction for apparent spacing in relation to the PCA (as 

described above) for each the N-S and E-W composite scan lines determined the average 

spacing, median, minimum spacing, and maximum spacing (Tables 3.2, 3.3).  

Distribution of all mapped solution-enhanced fractures reveals Ssol= 211m along the 

composite N-S scan line (A-A
I
, red and white) spanning from Horseshoe Bend to Barry’s 

Island and Ssol = 118 along the composite E-W scan line (B-B
I
, blue and white)  spanning 

from Devil’s Overlook to the east along Devil’s Creek (Fig. 3.5).  The range of individual 

spacing measurements varies considerably, ranging from 4 m to 2378 m along the N-S 

scan line and 4 m to 444 m along the E-W scan line.  Amsden-filled, partially penetrating 

and Madison-filled, fully penetrating are nearly twice as common as the Amsden-filled, 

fully penetrating and Madison-filled, partially penetrating on the N-S scan line.  In 

contrast, all types are observed at similar average spacing on the E-W scan line, with the 

exception of the Madison-filled, partially penetrating type occurring far less frequently.
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 Average 

Spacing 

(Ssol, m) 

Median 

(m) 

Min 

(m) 

Max 

(m) 

Total 174 59 5 2145 

Amsden, Fully Penetrating 857 140 14 4622 

Amsden, Partially Penetrating 492 328 7 2145 

Madison, Fully Penetrating 536 213 5 2675 

Madison, Partially Penetrating 991 628 48 3110 

 

Table 3.2: Solution-enhanced fracture spacing statistics for N-S composite scan line. 

 

 Average 

Spacing 

(Ssol, m) 

Median 

(m) 

Min 

(m) 

Max 

(m) 

Total 153 72 5 634 

Amsden, Fully Penetrating 355 74 6 1993 

Amsden, Partially Penetrating 360 110 46 1254 

Madison, Fully Penetrating 1226 73 66 3540 

Madison, Partially Penetrating 376 372 66 694 

 

Table 3.3: Solution-enhanced fracture spacing statistics for E-W composite scan line. 
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Histograms created by recording the frequency of each type of solution-enhanced 

fracture every 250 m along both composite scan lines (Fig. 3.5) provide a spatial context 

in which to examine fracture intensity in relation to paleostructural position (Figs. 3.21, 

3.22, 3.23).  The composite N-S histograms illustrate significant peaks in all types near 

axes of thinning/thickening comprising the two highest fracture intensity values of total 

fractures (Ssol = 36 m and 42 m).  However; there is an anomalous peak in Amsden-filled, 

partially penetrating near Black Eagle Point (Ssol = 63 m) (Fig. 3.20a).  Amsden-filled, 

fully-penetrating fractures cluster near the axis of thinning, whereas all other types persist 

away from the paleostructural fold axis.  The highest fracture intensity of all types of 

fractures recorded on the composite E-W histograms occurs between the axis of thinning 

and axis of thickening (Ssol = 42 m) (Fig. 3.20b).  The composite E-W histograms indicate 

peaks in all types of fractures near the axis of thinning and thickening, except for the 

Madison-filled, partially-penetrating type.   

Dividing these scan lines into subsets allows for further understanding of 

distribution in relation to paleostructures (Fig. 3.5; Table 3.5).  Subsets of these scan lines 

NS2, NS3, and ES2 possess the smallest spacing of total solution-enhanced fractures (Ssol  

= 52 m, 68 m, and 45 m, respectively) which consequently exist proximal to thinning and 

thickening axes.  The spacing of Amsden-filled, fully penetrating features decreases 

relatively substantially on sample lines NS1 (326 m), NS2 (143 m), NS3 (408 m), ES1 

(362 m), and ES2 in comparison to the others, which range from 2720 m to 2859 m or 

nonexistent.  Amsden-filled, partially penetrating fractures are relatively densely spaced 

on NS2 (191 m) and NS5 (202 m) from north to south and ES1 (362 m) east to west.  

Densest spacing of Madison-filled, fully penetrating fractures occurs along sample lines 

NS2 (191 m), NS3 (272 m), whereas the east-west-oriented sample lines show 

significantly wider spacing, ranging from 725 m to 1429 m.  Densest spacing of 
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Madison-filled, partially penetrating fractures occurs along NS3 (163 m) and ES2 (181 

m).
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Figure 3.20: Histograms of all solution-enhanced fractures.  A: N-S composite scan line 

(A-A') and B: E-W composite scan line (B-B') (see Figure 3.5 for location).  

Bin-length size = 250 m (corrected using method described in Figure 3.4).  

Positions of axes of thinning and thickening are derived from the isopach 

map between sequence boundary III and base Ranchester contact (described 

in Chapter 2).  Solution-enhanced fractures were projected parallel to axis of 

thinning within a window of 400 m centered on the sample line.  Gray areas 

= no data. 
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Figure 3.21: Histograms of N-S composite scan lines for individual solution-enhanced fracture types.  Gray vertical dashed 

lines are axis of thinning (left) and axis of thinning (right).  Bin-length size = 250 m (Ltz).
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Figure 3.22: Histograms of E-W composite scan lines for individual solution-enhanced fracture types.  Gray vertical dashed 

lines are axis of thinning (left) and axis of thinning (right).  Bin-length size = 250 m (Ltz).
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Scan 

Line 

 

Corrected 

Length (Ltz, m) 

 

All Types 

Amsden Fill, 

Fully 

Penetrating 

Amsden Fill, 

Partially 

Penetrating 

Madison Fill, 

Fully 

Penetrating 

Madison Fill, 

Partially 

Penetrating 

Total Ssol (m) Total Ssol (m) Total Ssol (m) Total Ssol (m) Total Ssol (m) 

NS1 2282 16 143 7 326 4 571 3 761 2 1141 
NS2 573 11 52 4 143 3 191 3 191 1 573 
NS3 817 12 68 2 409 2 409 3 272 5 163 
NS4 1797 3 599 0 n/a 2 899 0 n/a 1 1797 

NS5 1213 10 121 0 n/a 6 202 3 404 1 1213 
NS6 2865 14 205 1 2865 6 478 6 478 1 2865 
NS7 2720 4 680 1 2720 2 1360 0 n/a 1 2720 
ES1 1450 13 112 4 363 4 363 2 725 3 483 
ES2 181 4 45.2 3 60 0 n/a 0 n/a 1 181 
ES3 2859 8 357 1 2859 2 1430 2 1430 3 953 

 

Table 3.4: Solution-enhanced fracture spacing statistics for individual scan lines.
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Creation of log-log cumulative number plots of ranked total spacing data allowed 

for statistical analysis of spacing distributions.  Graphs evaluated for the N-S and E-W 

composite scan lines a show concave-downward curvature (Fig. 3.23).  Fracture 

populations analyzed have a range of spacing extending up to nearly three orders of 

magnitude.  Sampling bias exists in the dataset, and data become truncated on both 

curves near the mapping resolution.  Additionally, once solution-enhanced fracture 

spacing decreases sufficiently, these fractures can coalesce into a single feature.  Curve 

equations for normal distribution, log-normal distribution, exponential, and power law 

were calculated to statistically analyze the spacing distributions and the relative fit of 

these models.  Total spacing of solution-enhanced fractures within the study area is best 

characterized by a log-normal distribution, corroborated by the lowest χ
2
-error values for 

both the N-S and E-W composite scan line data populations (Table 3.5). 
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Figure 3.23:  Log-log cumulative number plots of ranked spacing measurements for all 

solution-enhanced fracture types.  (Top = N-S composite scan line, A-A'; 

Bottom = E-W composite scan line, B-B') (see Figure 3.5 for location).
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 Normal 

Distribution 

Log-Normal 

Distribution 

Power Law Exponential 

N-S Composite 

SL χ
2
-value 

 

13409255 

 

10 

 

185 

 

347 

E-W Composite 

SL χ
2
-value 

 

37 

 

4 

 

34 

 

10 

 

Table 3.5:  χ
2
-error values for best-fit curve equations for cumulative number plots of 

ranked spacing measurements for all solution-enhanced fracture types.  The 

lowest cumulative error indicates that log-normal distribution best describes 

both spacing data populations.
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Discussion 

Evaluation of the relationship between paleostructural elements, solution-

enhanced fracture fill types, and their distribution, indicates that limited vertical fracture 

development in the Late Mississippian to Early Pennsylvanian is coincidental and related 

to the waning Antler orogen and/or to onset of the Ancestral Rockies Uplift.  Although 

some solution-enhanced fractures have reactivated after being uplifted in the Laramide 

and after stripping of the Amsden sediment, the presence of these solution features in the 

subsurface suggests that their development is not linked to recent epeirogeny.  The 

simplest explanation is that these solution features formed initially as fractures and were 

solution-enhanced during the time of subaerial exposure associated with the top-Madison 

unconformity, as evidenced by fill compositions.  The fill compositions are limited to: 1) 

clasts of sequence IV cave roof, fracture walls, or surface karst associated with the top-

Madison unconformity, and 2) infiltrated Amsden matrix primarily consisting of 

microcrystalline dolomite.  These sediments were incorporated into the fracture fill when 

water flowed freely through the paleokarst system.  A mixing of these two sediment types 

accounts for the formation of a matrix-rich solution-enhanced fracture fill that 

incorporates clasts during its fill that comprise the predominantly Amsden-filled 

fractures.  Angularity, arrangement, and composition of clasts of the predominantly 

Madison-filled fractures indicate a short transport distance, near in-situ were deposited 

when little source for matrix existed or connection to the matrix source (Amsden) was 

poor.  The clast-rich source associated with the predominantly Madison-filled fractures 

may have developed prior to Amsden deposition during the top-Madison unconformity, 

during a period of reduced Amsden supply, or along joints where poor connection to the 

top-Madison unconformity prevented wholesale filling of Amsden sediments. The 

predominantly Amsden-filled solution-enhanced fractures are likened to features 
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described as sinkholes in Sando (1974), the Madison-filled fractures being more similar 

to the enlarged joints.   

Quantitative geospatial analysis of solution-enhanced fractures shows that 

paleostructural elements, namely the PCA, acted as a control on fracture distribution.  

Quality and outcrop orientation must be considered when interpreting spatial trends.  

Nonetheless, quantitative analysis reveals that solution-enhanced fracture intensity 

increases towards the axis of thinning (as derived from the isopach mapping from 

Chapter 2 Fig. 2.13, azimuth of 325°).  The composite N-S histograms indicate that peak 

total fracture intensities occur proximal to axes of thinning.   The composite E-W 

histogram indicates peak total fracture intensity occurs between the axes of thinning and 

thickening, although the limited amount of fractures represented in the direction of the 

axes of thinning could be explained by the configuration of the sample line and outcrop 

positions.  Although this factor may manifest as a underrepresentation at the axis of 

thinning, this scan line is largely free from data gaps caused by missing outcrop that may 

obscure the spacing on the N-S transect.  Similarly, this scan line also shows higher peaks 

in similar structural positions.  Individual scan lines nearest to this axis (NS2, NS3, EW1, 

and EW2) exhibit the densest solution-enhanced fracture spacing when accounting for all 

fracture types. 

Structural position is a viable explanation for resultant variability of solution-

enhanced fracture distribution observed in the dataset.  Deformation during the Late 

Mississippian to Early Pennsylvanian would have coincided with subaerial exposure of 

the Madison Platform.  Solution enhancement of fractures requires a substantial period of 

subaerial exposure to develop sinkholes.  Furthermore, although solution-enhanced 

features persist throughout the study area, the densest spacing (      values of 60 m to 409 

m) of well-developed Amsden-filled, fully penetrating features occurs on anticlinal limbs, 
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where one would expect increased extensional stresses enhancing fracture development 

and elevated topography increasing exposure time in that region.  To a lesser degree, the 

Madison-filled, partially penetrating features also decrease in spacing on anticlinal limbs 

(      values ranging from 163 m to 573 m).  Madison-filled, fully penetrating features 

exhibit a weaker fracture intensity relationship to structural position with the minimum 

      value located on the N-S scan lines on anticlinal limbs but denser spacing off-

structure when compared to the       values located on the anticlinal limbs given by the E-

W scan lines.  Spacing of Amsden-filled, partially penetrating features does not show a 

strong correlation to structural position.  Anomalous minor increases of other solution-

enhanced fracture types exist off-structure, lack of off structure peaks consisting of 

Amsden-filled, fully penetrating features indicates that they may serve as the best 

indicators for structurally enhanced fracture intensity.  Although solution-enhanced 

fractures persist off structure with increased spacing, solution features apparently do not 

require significant structural deformation, as seen associated with the PAC, to develop. 

 Using the observations in this chapter, I propose the following sequence of events 

to describe the development of the solution-enhanced fractures associated with the 

evaporite paleokarst within the Madison: (1) throughgoing fractures developed in the 

Late Mississippian to Early Pennsylvanian within the upper Madison and terminate at the 

sequence IV evaporite evaporite protolith with increased throughgoing fracture intensity 

developing on fold limbs, (2) fractures were solution-enhanced contemporaneously with 

evaporite dissolution during subaerial exposure associated with the top Madison 

unconformity, and (3) solution-enhanced fractures were filled with either Madison 

sequence IV breccias, Amsden fills, or a mixture of these during Lower Amsden 

deposition.   
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  Chapter Conclusions 

Distribution of solution-enhanced fractures throughout the Bighorn Canyon 

Recreation Area is highly variable and is controlled by proximity to paleostructural 

elements.  These solution-widened fractures are filled with overlying Amsden and 

Madison sequence IV cave roof host rock.  Solution-enhanced fractures were classified 

by their fill sediments and vertical extent into four groups:  (1) Amsden-filled, fully 

penetrating fractures (2) Amsden-filled, partially penetrating; (3) Madison-filled, fully 

penetrating; and (4) Madison-filled, partially penetrating.  Mapping the spatial 

distribution of solution-enhanced fractures revealed that total solution-enhanced fracture 

intensity increases towards the axis of thinning and thickening of the isopach interval 

between base evaporite paleokarst (sequence boundary III) and the base Ranchester 

contact, suggesting a genetic relationship.  The predominantly Amsden-filled, fully 

penetrating fractures exhibited the strongest correlation between fracture intensity and 

structural position, with over 70% occurring on anticlinal limbs.  The predominantly 

Madison-filled fracture types (fully and partially penetrating) also showed densest 

spacing on these fold limbs.  Distribution of predominantly Amsden-filled, partially 

penetrating fractures does not appear to be controlled primarily by their structural 

position.  Revealed by quantitative analysis, spatial variability accounting for all types of 

solution-enhanced fractures is best described by a log-normal distribution.  I propose that 

joint sets developed during deformation associated with the initiation of the Porcupine 

Creek Anticline during the Late Mississippian through Late Pennsylvanian, providing a 

controlling mechanism on spatial distribution of solution-enhanced fractures.  These 

findings have significant implications for characterization and prediction of solution-

enhanced fractures within evaporite paleokarst systems. 
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CHAPTER 4: QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF SOLUTION-

ENHANCED FRACTURE MORPHOLOGY 

 

Fracture apertures, especially apertures of solution-widened fractures, are 

essential data for fracture modeling and for understanding potential flow capacity in 

evaporite karst reservoirs.  In addition, large fractures may represent lateral flow barriers 

or baffles if the fill material has low permeability.  Documenting the statistical 

distribution of fracture apertures allows for improved modeling and population of the 

fracture characteristics.  This chapter aims to quantify the morphology of solution-

enhanced fractures within the Madison paleokarst system within the Bighorn Canyon 

Recreation Area.  

 

Methods  

Solution-enhanced features filled with chaotic, predominantly matrix-supported 

breccia were analyzed in the study area to better understand morphologic variations of 

these potential lateral flow barriers.  Fifteen solution features were specifically selected 

that met four criteria: (1) resided within the LiDAR dataset; (2) were captured within the 

high-resolution photomosaics (GigaPan®); (3) represented variable paleostructural 

domains (e.g., near crest of paleofold axis vs. unfolded strata); and (4) were 

representative of the size spectrum of features identified (with the exception of one 

anomalously large feature).  LiDAR was required to accurately measure feature 

dimensions, and the high-resolution photos allowed for increased confidence in detailed 

interpretation.  For each feature, a high-resolution photo (Gigapan®) was scaled using 

measurements from the LiDAR data.   
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After a template was constructed, the top of the solution zone was picked where 

the chaotic breccia body became stratiform in nature.  Solution-enhanced fracture 

aperture measurements and their height above base paleokarst were registered every 

meter along a vertical axis perpendicular to the base paleokarst surface (sequence 

boundary III), starting at the top of the main stratiform solution zone and ending at 

sequence boundary IV (Fig. 4.1).  The base of the stratiform paleokarst was chosen as the 

datum for these measurements because of its regionally extensive character.  Using the 15 

solution-enhanced features, 294 measurements of aperture were collected. A vertical 

dimension (length) perpendicular to the base paleokarst surface (sequence boundary) for 

each solution-enhanced fracture was recorded.  These lengths were calculated by 

measuring the difference in height above base paleokarst of the lowest and highest 

measured aperture.  Heights above base paleokarst for the top stratiform paleokarst 

position and top-Madison unconformity were also recorded.  By averaging the 

differences between these two values for each solution-enhanced fracture, I ascertained 

an idealized sequence IV cave roof thickness, the mechanical unit thickness 

encompassing the solution-enhanced fractures.  A bisector was calculated for the 

idealized mechanical unit’s thickness and used in the analysis.  Finally, to analyze the 

dissolution-derived morphologies in relation to paleostructural elements, the fracture 

aperture measurements were separated by structural position with respect to 

paleostructural fold axis (see Chapter 2).   

Log-log cumulative aperture frequency plots were constructed to evaluate the data 

for a suite of statistical distributions (i.e., normal distribution, log-normal distribution, 

power law, and exponential) using methods described by Bonnet and others (2001).  The 

dataset is subject to significant truncation bias caused by resolution limitations and 

undersampling of apertures smaller than 1 m.  A cutoff of greater than 1 m was applied to 
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the fracture aperture data population to limit truncation bias.  A suite of curve equations 

(normal distribution, log-normal distribution, power law, and was) were calculated for the 

dataset to analyze the size distribution.  Using the methodology described in Chapter 3, a 

χ
2 

goodness-of-fit test was performed for each curve to judge the relative quality of fit.  

Plots of aperture width vs. fracture length were constructed and evaluated.  A log-log 

cumulative aspect ratio frequency plot was generated for ranked aspect ratios 

(length/aperture) and fit for a similar suite of curves (i.e., normal distribution, log-normal 

distribution, power law, and exponential), and a χ
2 
goodness-of-fit test was performed.   
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Figure 4.1: Illustration highlighting method utilized for measurement of aperture in 

solution-enhanced fracture.  These fractures are filled with predominantly 

matrix-supported, chaotic breccia and penetrate the sequence IV cave roof.  

The vertical dimension of sequence IV was measured in LiDAR, and 

outcrop photos were scaled accordingly.  Base paleokarst (dashed blue line) 

was interpreted at the bottom of the stratiform chaotic breccia, and 

interpretation of top paleokarst was determined by the point at which the 

chaotic breccia was no longer laterally extensive.  Aperture measurements 

were taken every meter along the vertical scale where the fracture showed 

chaotic breccia fill. (fracture walls = yellow dashed line)
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Observations and Results 

Quantitative morphological analysis of sediment-filled solution-enhanced 

fractures reveals that gross morphology is primarily controlled by paleostructural 

position.  These fractures show a wide range of aperture sizes ranging from 0.2 m to 39.7 

m wide.  A histogram of aperture widths with a meter bin size shows the tendency for 

more fractures to have narrow apertures (Fig. 4.2). Distribution plots with solution 

feature widths on the x-axis and their coupled height above sequence boundary III on the 

y-axis graphically reveal a number of trends (Fig. 4.3).  Red squares denote 

measurements from fractures on anticlinal limbs and tend to taper downwards, from the 

top-Madison unconformity.   Green squares denote measurements from fractures located 

on unfolded strata and tend to taper upward from the stratiform paleokarst zone.  The 

orange squares comprise measurements of an anomalously large fracture that fully 

penetrated the sequence IV cave roof and resembles an hourglass morphology.   

Total sequence IV thickness measured from these 15 localities varied from 44 m 

to 62 m with an average thickness of 51.5 m.  Solution-enhanced fractures possess 

varying lengths of 10 m to 31 m, averaging 20.4 m.  Across from Devil’s Overlook, two 

fractures had anomalously high sequence IV thickness values (60 and 62 m) due to the 

presence of thinly laminated carbonates overlying the top-Madison unconformity directly 

above possibly locally preserved remnants of sequence V.  Thickness variability of the 

stratiform paleokarst system ranged from 9 m to 20 m in thickness and averaged 13.3 m.  

Subtraction of the average intrastratal paleokarst thickness from the average total 

sequence IV thickness provided an average cave roof measuring 38.2 m thick.  The 

bisector of the average cave roof thickness occurs 19.1 m below average top sequence IV 

or above average top stratiform paleokarst, respectively, and plots 32.4 m above sequence 

boundary III.  Data points trend toward the y-axis when approaching this bisector, 
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illustrating their downward- and upward-tapering morphology.  Notably, the cave roof 

bisector outlines a 5-m to 10-m overlap zone into which both fractures on and off 

structures tend to taper.  

A log-log cumulative number plot of ranked aperture size measurements shows a 

concave-downward curvature and spans 1.5 orders of magnitude (Fig. 4.4). A χ
2 

curve fit 

analysis of cumulative frequency distributions provides a quantitative test for fracture 

scaling trends.  Comparison of the χ
2 

error for each curve, the cumulative aperture size 

frequency distribution is best-fit by an exponential curve for the data population 

corroborated by the lowest χ
2
 –value (Table 4.1).  In plots of fracture aperture width vs. 

fracture length, the distribution shows that solution-enhanced fractures tend to be longer 

than they are wide (Fig. 4.5).  Aspect ratio measurements (length/aperture) result in 

values ranging from 0.5 to 136.8 and average 10.1.  A log-log cumulative number plot of 

the aspect ratio measurements show a concave-downward curvature and spans two orders 

of magnitude (Fig. 4.6).  Although truncation and censoring exist in the dataset, a power 

law distribution best described the cumulative aspect ratio frequency data population 

indicated by the lowest χ
2 
error (Table 4.2).   
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Figure 4.2: Histogram of solution-enhanced fracture apertures.  A total of 294 aperture 

measurements was performed on 15 solution-enhanced fractures filled with 

predominantly matrix-supported, chaotic breccia.  Bin size = 2 m.  Fractures 

analyzed were generally well-defined and easily recognizable at a distance, 

resulting in under sampling of solution-enhanced fractures that were 

generally narrower than 2 m. 
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Figure 4.3: Plot of aperture vs. height above sequence boundary III.  These measurements 

consist of the 15 solution-enhanced fractures shown in Fig. 4.1.  Solution-

enhanced fractures were spatially coded for structural position based on 

sequence boundary III and base Ranchester isopach thickness trends 

described in Chapter 2.  Location of measurements: Red squares = paleofold 

limbs; green squares = unfolded strata; orange = anomalously large fracture.  

Total sequence IV thickness and paleokarst thickness were measured at each 

locality and averaged 51.5 m and 13.3 m, respectively.  The average 

sequence IV cave roof thickness was determined by subtracting the average 

total sequence IV thickness and average paleokarst thickness (38.2 m).  The 

cave roof bisector was plotted 32.4 m above sequence boundary III.  

Aperture measurements tend to decrease when approaching this bisector.
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Figure 4.4: Log-log cumulative aperture frequency plot.  Cumulative number consists of 

ranked aperture size measurements with a cut off greater than 1 m.  A suite 

of curve equations was calculated to analyze the distribution of the data 

population. 

 

Solution 

Features 

Population 

Normal 

Distribution 

Lognormal 

Distribution 
Power Law Exponential 

>1m 2628 5721 3047 285 

Table 4.1:  Cumulative aperture frequency χ
2
-error values for best-fit curve equations.  

The χ
2
-error sums the difference between expected frequencies derived from 

the best-fit curve equations and observed data points. For this data 

population, the lowest χ
2
-value suggests that aperture size distribution is best 

described by an exponential curve. 
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Figure 4.5: Plot of solution-enhanced fracture length vs. aperture.  Graph shows 

propensity for solution-enhanced fractures to be longer than they are wide.  

The outlier group at the top right consists of measurements from an 

anomalously large solution-enhanced fracture that fully penetrates the 

sequence IV cave roof and was the largest solution feature observed in the 

study area. 
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Figure 4.6: Log-log cumulative aspect ratio frequency plots.  Cumulative number consists 

of ranked aspect ratios (length/aperture). A suite of curve equations were 

calculated to analyze the distribution of the data population.  

 

Solution 

Features 

Population 

Normal 

Distribution 

Lognormal 

Distribution 

Power Law Exponential 

Aspect Ratios 2.881E+10 8952 2491 4817 

 

Table 4.2: Cumulative aspect ratio frequency χ
2
-error values for best-fit curve equations.  

The χ
2
-error sums the difference between expected frequencies derived from 

the best-fit curve equations and observed data points.  The lowest χ
2
-value 

suggests that aspect ratio distribution is best described by a power-law 

curve. 
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Discussion 

Quantitative analysis reveals that solution-enhanced fractures exhibit widening-up 

and widening-down morphologies.  Solution enhancement following the pre-existing 

structural fabric resembling hourglass-like conjugate sets of fractures can explain this 

morphological tendency.  Maximum vertical dimensions of these fractures are limited to 

the sequence IV cave roof thickness, a function of the total sequence IV thickness minus 

the thickness of the stratiform paleokarst zone.  Based on Figure 4.3, it appears that 

solution-widened fractures that occur along the paleostructural highs (see Chapter 2) tend 

to possess a downward-tapering morphology that diminishes at the center point of the 

sequence IV unit. The centerline of the solution-widened fracture is nearly vertical. 

However, solution-widened fractures located in areas of low-dip angle and similar 

isopach thickness (unstructured) exhibit an upward-tapering morphology with the 

centerline commonly exhibiting a high angle but dips more shallowly than does the 

downward-tapering variant.  The systematic relationship between morphology and 

paleostructural position suggests a variable mechanism for fracture development.  The 

downward tapering morphologies may be structurally-controlled and result from outer arc 

extension. Because these features are on paleostructural highs, they are the most likely to 

be subaerially-exposed and the dissolution is from meteoric water at the surface 

percolating down through the fracture conduits. Conversely, the low dip angle, upward- 

tapering morphologies could have resulted from roof blocks systematically collapsing as 

a dissolution front propagated below, thus removing the supporting evaporitic strata.  

This indicates a collapse-related control.  Both morphologies tend to taper within a zone 

near the bisector of the intact roof system where conjugate fracture sets might intersect, 

supporting the hypothesis that solution enhancement follow conjugate fracture sets. 

Rarely does solution enhancement cross the intersection of both conjugate fracture 
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planes.  Commonly one fracture plane or a region of both planes above or below their 

intersection point appears to be preferentially solution-widened.  Solution-enhanced 

fractures have a high propensity to be longer than they are wide, a product of their 

original planar fracture geometry.  Statistical distribution analysis suggests that aperture 

size may scale exponentially, but these measurements have significant bias.  Aspect ratios 

provide a level of normalization when oversampling longer fractures and could be used 

as a probabilistic tool in the subsurface when accurate fracture aperture measurements 

can be obtained.  The distribution of aspect ratios suggests power-law scaling. 
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Chapter Conclusions 

Morphology of solution-enhanced fractures within the sequence IV cave roof is 

interpreted to have been controlled by paleostructural setting.  Solution-enhanced 

fractures tend to taper downward from the top-Madison unconformity when located on 

paleofold limbs and tend to taper upward from the stratiform paleokarst when residing on 

undeformed strata.  These morphological variations may reflect two different 

mechanisms responsible for the development of solution-enhanced fractures: (1) 

downward tapering resulting from outer-arc extension and (2) upward tapering resulting 

from roll-front dissolution of evaporites.  Solution-enhanced fractures follow pre-existing 

conjugate fracture geometries.  Statistical morphological analysis suggests that fracture 

aperture distributions are best described as an exponential distribution and that fracture 

aspect ratios (length/aperture) follow power-law scaling. 
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CHAPTER 5: RESERVOIR CHARACTERIZATION ELEMENTS 

 

Exploitation of hydrocarbons from strata with evaporite paleokarst development 

can be challenging due to tremendous permeability variability as a result of disrupted 

bedding, irregular pore types, allochthonous and autochthonous sediment fills and the 

development of persistent fractures throughout (Zahm et al., 2011a).  Cave roof 

deformation, thickness variations, and collapse-related faults are critical reservoir 

elements for exploitation of Madison hydrocarbon accumulations and other evaporite 

paleokarst reservoirs.  The Mississippian Madison of the Bighorn Basin serves as a 

prolific hydrocarbon reservoir containing total reserves estimated to exceed 500 MMBO 

(McCaleb, 1988).  Subsurface studies document that laterally extensive stratiform 

solution breccias exist within Elk Basin field and Garland field that act as regional 

vertical flow barriers (McCaleb and Waylan, 1969; McCaleb, 1988; Demiralin et al., 

1994).  Sonnenfeld (1996b) correlated these solution breccia zones to the chaotic solution 

breccias at the base of sequence IV within the Bighorn Canyon Recreation Area.  

Additionally, the Madison evaporite paleokarst system may serve as an analog for Upper 

Devonian Grosmont Formation in Alberta, Canada, which contains a reported 318 BBOE 

of low-gravity oil (Arsenuik et al., 2010).  Harrison and Presber (1982) noted solution-

enhancement of high angle fractures related to the top-Grosmont unconformity and 

Dembicki and Machel (1996) described paleokarst features consisting of solution 

collapse breccias with angular clasts, sinkholes, dissolution cavities, and subvertical 

fractures within the Grosmont.   

The Madison cave roof in sequence IV overlying the former evaporite zone at the 

base that extensive suprastratal deformation after dissolution and collapse of the solution-

widened macropores, resulting in complex fracture networks and a suite of roof breccias 
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that modify the permeability architecture and influence both the paleoflow systems 

(important influence on pathways of diagenetic fluid movement) and current reservoir 

heterogeneity.  High-angle collapse fractures and solution enhancement of fractures 

within the sequence IV cave roof significantly altered permeability pathways originally 

controlled by the depositional facies architecture.  Brecciation and fracturing of the 

highly prospective cave roof manifest as key high-flow zones (Kloss, 2011).  However, 

reservoir characterization is complicated by collapse of the cave roof that resulted in 

thickness changes within sequence IV. These factors create uncertainty for volumetrics, 

geomodeling and development of hydrocarbon exploitation schemes.   

Although studies have linked collapsed fractures and roof deformation to 

evaporite removal, quantitative analysis of these reservoir elements is lacking.  This 

chapter aims to improve understanding of key reservoir elements by documenting in 

detail sequence IV thickness changes and resultant of roof collapse and by quantifying 

important fracture development within the sequence IV suprastratal roof. 
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Methods  

Exposures around the peninsula of Black Eagle Point provide an excellent 

window of deformation elements present in the suprastratal zone above the evaporite 

paleokarst.  Quantification of the amount of cave roof collapse was performed by 

mapping a laterally continuous, depositionally flat marker bed that was measured for 

height above base paleokarst (sequence boundary III).  The upper 10 m of sequence IV 

contains two bed-bound solution breccias (originally evaporite-rich), intermittently 

bedded with packestones and grainstones.  These are interpreted to represent 

depositionally flat marker surfaces (Kloss, 2011; Fig. 5.1).  Because the youngest bed is 

highly irregular in preservation the oldest marker bed was used in this analysis and was 

digitized within the LiDAR DOM on the Black Eagle Point exposures (Fig. 5.2, 5.3).  

The Black Eagle Point area is undeformed; therefore, sequence boundary III is observed 

as being structurally undeformed.  Because of this, within GOCAD® we constructed a 

best-fit 3D planar surface through the sequence boundary III LiDAR interpreted points 

limited to the Black Eagle Point region to provide a consistent datum.  The XYZ control 

points from mapping the evaporitic marker bed in LiDAR were imported into GOCAD®.  

The vertical distance of the LiDAR mapped horizon above the sequence boundary III 

surface was calculated.  The vertical thickness difference is visualized in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.1: Bed-bound evaporites near the top of sequence boundary IV.  A: Outcrop photo with bed-bound evaporites shown 

by dashed pink line.  B: LiDAR image.  C: Detailed outcrop photo given by the blue box in A and evaporite beds 

are marked by arrows.  These recessive beds were described by Kloss (2011) and were originally sulfate-rich but 

now exist as laterally extensive solution breccias.  The lower bed was digitized on LiDAR around Black Eagle 

Point and represents a relatively chronostratigraphic surface serving as an indicator for deformation caused by 

cave roof collapse following evaporite dissolution at the base of sequence IV.  (view looking east)
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Figure 5.2: Digital LiDAR mapping around Black Eagle Point.  Utilizing high resolution photomosaics allowed for digitization 

of the lowermost evaporite marker bed, small-scale faults, and sequence boundary III as 3D polylines.  These 3D 

control points were imported into the GOCAD® model and used to quantify cave roof collapse, fault spacing, and 

fault orientations.  The yellow box indicates the location of the outcrop photo in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 5.3: Black Eagle Point basemap showing areas where evaporite marker beds were digitized for roof collapse analysis.  

Triangles denote the boundaries of BEP scan lines 1-4.
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Figure 5.4: Black Eagle Point cave roof collapse model.  Model shows the variable height above the base sequence IV of the 

lowermost evaporite marker bed (colored points).  The grayscale plane was best-fit through sequence boundary 

III control points digitized in LiDAR.  The marker bed was coded for Z-distance above the plane.  Z-values range 

from 33 to 55 m and average 42 m and show irregular thickness variations internal to sequence IV.
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In order to quantify small-scale fault intensity, orientation, and style associated 

with suprastratal deformation, more than 170 small-scale faults within the sequence IV 

cave roof system were digitized as 3D polylines on the LiDAR dataset in conjunction 

with high-resolution photomosaics (Fig. 5.2).  Digitization of fault planes in LiDAR 

allows for extraction of orientation data from the vertical cliff faces, which would 

otherwise be impossible to measure.  The cliff face is a 3D surface, and digitizing the 

faults within the LiDAR model provides enough variation in the x,y,z coordinates to 

allow for a triangular mesh to be fitted to the points.  Using the RockWare StereoStat® 

software, 611 fault orientations were extracted and their pole-to-planes were plotted on 

an equal-area stereonet.  Contours were calculated and overlain for the pole-to-planes 

utilizing the 1% area contouring method and smoothed using the inverse area squared 

computation, based on Vollmer (1995), to examine principal fault orientations.  Four scan 

lines were evaluated, consisting of two continuous exposures of sequence IV along the 

south wall, a third exposure spanning the east wall, and a fourth along the north wall (Fig. 

5.3).  These scan lines were utilized to analyze fault intensity variations around Black 

Eagle Point.   
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Observations and Results 

The sequence IV cave roof exhibits highly variable amounts of vertical collapse 

and an abundance of small-scale faults.  These features result from evaporite dissolution, 

highlighting a distinctly different bedding/fault style from the underlying sequence III 

(Fig. 5.5).  A histogram of Z-values measured between the sequence boundary III best-fit 

plane and the lowest digitally mapped evaporitic marker bed reveals thickness variations 

ranging from 32 m to 55 m and an average of 42 m (Fig. 5.6).  The lowest thickness 

values occur in the eastern region of the model, and these values increase to the west 

(Fig. 5.4).  These values increase westward more rapidly in the southern region when 

compared to the northern region.  A NW-SE-trending grain best describes the thickness 

variations observed by the roof collapse model. 

High-angle, small-scale faults are prevalent deformational elements within the 

highly disrupted sequence IV cave roof (Fig. 5.7b).  Individual scan lines around Black 

Eagle Point reveal average fault spacing of 13 m, 16 m, 11 m, and 11 m along the Black 

Eagle Point outcrops.  This photo illustrates the “cluster” nature of faults rather than 

typical even spacing (Fig. 5.8).  Observation of sequence IV thickness variations and 

fault spacing reveals that higher intensity clusters of faults occur where the roof collapse 

results in sequence-scale down-stepping faults and thinning of the sequence IV.  

Complex networks of keystone faults are also a characteristic style noted at this locality.   

Orientations of faults within the sequence IV cave roof were extracted from the 

LiDAR mapping and analyzed.  Figure 5.7a shows fault poles-to-planes with contours 

overlain measured from the LiDAR DOM representing an orthogonal pair of faults sets.  

A principal fault plane set (64%) is oriented predominantly northwest (azimuth of 313°) 

and a secondary set (36%) is oriented predominantly northeast (azimuth of 36°).  The 
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principal fault set orientation is near parallel to the axis of thinning described in Chapter 

2.
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Figure 5.5: Photo of sequence III and IV at Black Eagle Point (view of north wall) contrasting distinct deformational styles 

related to evaporite removal.  Sequence III exhibits planar beds with lower fault/fracture intensity relative to the 

highly disrupted sequence IV cave roof strata, evidenced by bedding variations and offset of evaporite marker 

beds.  Large sequence-bounded faults are shown in yellow dashed lines.  Deformational style of sequence IV is 

attributed to roof collapse following evaporite dissolution below (intrastratal solution zone).   
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Figure 5.6: Histogram of z-values measured between sequence boundary III and lowermost evaporite marker bed around Black 

Eagle Point.  Measurements were calculated for each evaporite marker bed control point (total of 483 data points).  

Min value = 32 m; Max value = 55 m; Mean = 42 m.  (Bin size = 1 m)
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Figure 5.7: Black Eagle Point fault analysis.  A) Stereonet showing 611 fault pole-to-

planes measured from LiDAR with contours overlain.  Principal fault 

orientation is northwest and aligns with the axis of thinning of sequence 

boundary III to base Ranchester described in Chapter 2.  B) LiDAR digital 

mapping control around Black Eagle Point (white dots are control points on 

sequence boundary III; colored lines are digitized faults within the sequence 

IV cave roof).  Scan lines end points are indicated by corresponding 

triangles.
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Figure 5.8: Photo from Black Eagle Point (view of southeast corner) showing down stepping faults associated with roof 

collapse.  Thickness variations within sequence IV are shown by variable heights of the evaporitic marker beds 

above sequence boundary III.  Additionally, these exposures show the “cluster” nature of faults within the 

sequence IV cave roof, as opposed to even spacing, and how they focus near faults, resulting in a higher 

occurrence of clusters where sequence IV is thinnest.   View is approximately 200 m wide. 
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Discussion 

The area around Black Eagle Point presents an excellent exposure of fracture 

development and cave roof deformation within the sequence IV unit associated with 

evaporite paleokarst.  Sequence IV around Black Eagle Point shows highly irregular 

isopach thicknesses, which results in variability in spacing of secondary faults and 

fractures. We can only speculate the original thickness between the evaporite marker bed 

and the base of the paleokarst system at Black Eagle Point.  Although all cave roof strata 

likely collapsed to some degree, assuming that the maximum height that the bed-bound 

evaporite bed sits above sequence boundary III is close to its original position, the roof 

blocks have collapsed over 22 m into the evaporite paleokarst system in some areas.  

Sudden elevation changes over short distances and dip changes of the evaporitic marker 

beds highlight the style of roof collapse. These areas outline boundaries indicating the 

behavior of the cave roof system acting as independent, coherent blocks when collapsing 

into the underlying paleokarst system.  

The isopach thicknesses of sequence IV exhibit a NW-SE-trending grain.  

Spacing of high-angle faults within the sequence IV cave roof in this context indicates a 

direct relationship.   The isopach thickness of sequence IV exhibits a NW-SE trending 

grain that parallels the thinning axis (325º) of the sequence III to base Ranchester contact 

shown in the isopach map in Chapter 2.  This axis of increased roof collapse could 

represent a valley or drainage system following a structural fabric shared by the isopach 

trends.   

Additionally, mapping of small-scale faults indicates an orthogonal set, a 

principal NW orientation and a secondary NE orientation.  The principal fault set 

orientation is parallel to the axis of thinning (Chapter 2).  Although these faults are not 
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restricted to a Late Paleozoic origin and some have developed during the younger 

Laramide Orogeny, fault intensity and style of the sequence IV cave roof greatly differ 

from those of the lower sequence III.  This implies a collapse origin unique to faults in 

sequence IV.  These high-angle faults formed when roof blocks collapsed into the 

underlying cave system and are expressed as complex networks of keystone faults.   

Integration of the roof collapse mapping and scan lines allowed for comparison of 

fault intensity to thickness changes caused by evaporite dissolution and roof collapse.  

Fault spacing increases in areas of thinning and decreases in areas of thickening.  In 

addition, the sudden changes in thickness indicate the presence of a downstepping fault, 

around which other smaller faults cluster.  Faults along Black Eagle Point exhibit a 

tendency to cluster and fault clusters focus in zones where the sequence IV cave roof has 

experienced down-stepping faults.  These lines of evidence suggest increased cave roof 

collapse, resulting in thinning is accommodated by an increase in fault intensity. 

Thickness variability and deformational elements quantified in this study have significant 

implications for hydrocarbon exploration in evaporite paleokarst reservoirs. 
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RESERVOIR IMPLICATIONS OF SUPRASTRATAL DEFORMATION ASSOCIATED WITH 

EVAPORITE PALEOKARST 

Sequence IV of the Mississippian Madison Formation within the Bighorn Canyon 

Recreation Area provided an opportunity to understand critical reservoir elements that 

exist within the suprastratal section above an evaporite paleokarst complex.  Exploitation 

of the evaporite paleokarst cave roof for hydrocarbon recovery necessitates quantitative 

understanding of these elements in order to guide permeability models and increase 

predictability of permeability pathways.  Based on the evaluation of the reservoir 

elements described in this chapter, analysis discussed within Chapters 3 and 4, and 

integration of previous works (Kloss, 2011; Sonnenfeld, 1996b), a model was developed 

illustrate key reservoir elements of the suprastratal section associated with evaporite 

paleokarst guided by a photo-interpreted exposure of the southern wall of Black Eagle 

Point (Fig. 5.9). 

The outcrop-derived model indicates reservoir characteristics typical of the 

Madison sequence IV with a focus on elements residing within the deformed suprastratal 

section.  The Madison sequence IV cave roof strata are classified as a confined flow karst 

system, defined by Kerans (1989), owing to its being bounded below and above by low 

vertical permeability strata.  The lower permeability barrier is composed of the 

intrastratal evaporite solution zone infilled with chaotic, matrix-rich breccia, and the 

upper permeability barrier is the argillaceous-rich Horseshoe Shale Member of the 

Amsden Formation.  Within sequence IV, the relative permeability of the karst breccia 

facies controls interparticle flow while the nature of the fractures controls conduit flow. 

The matrix-rich chaotic breccia zone acts as a vertical permeability barrier, while the 

highly fractured and brecciated roof acts as a high flow interval.  As a consequence of 

evaporite dissolution and cave collapse, the roof system exhibits extensive fracturing that 
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manifests as heterogeneities that dominantly control lateral permeability.  Based on their 

history, these fractures act as flow conduits, increasing permeability across them, or as 

flow barriers compartmentalizing the reservoir.  In order to characterize relative 

permeability across fractures, they were characterized into three types: (1) solution-

enhanced (high permeability); (2) sediment-filled (low permeability); or (3) open with no 

fill or solution-enhancement (intermediate permeability).   

This area provides a window into the complexity of the chaotic fill and the 

convoluted transition through breccia facies.  Facies mapping on high resolution 

photomosaics shows that chaotic breccia cave-fill commonly extends higher up in the 

roof along solution-enhanced fractures.  Moreover, a single fracture does not necessarily 

have a uniform history and typically possesses segments exhibiting variable flow 

properties.  Madison mosaic/fracture breccias also frequently line solution-enhanced 

fracture walls and decrease away from the solution zone.  Solution-enhanced fractures 

serve as mechanical boundaries delineating independent roof blocks that have rotated or 

collapsed after evaporite removal.  This window at Black Eagle Point grossly exhibits a 

solution feature geometry that tapers upward in contrast to many of the downward-

tapering features on the anticlinal limbs of the Porcupine Creek Anticline.  Breccia facies 

distributions show the tendency for the bottom portions of the fractures to fill with 

sediment in comparison to the upper portions.  I interpret this to be caused by the 

fractures’ being underfilled with sediment collecting near the basal termination or the 

fracture closing in areas where sediment is not present to keep it propped open when it 

collapses as the evaporite is removed beneath it.  Predominantly Amsden-filled solution-

enhanced fractures as described in Chapter 3 and 4 act as the major control on reservoir 

compartmentalization.  In addition, variable degrees of cave roof collapse and surficial 

karsting result in net thickness variations.



Figure 5.9:

p. 139
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Chapter Conclusions 

Changes in thickness in combination with fracture intensity are key reservoir 

elements and are therefore important for understanding fracture distribution of through 

going features.   The relationship between fault intensity and thinning of sequence IV is 

important when modeling suprastratal deformation associated with evaporite paleokarst 

in the subsurface because fault intensity increases in areas of thinning.  Small-scale faults 

tend to cluster around sudden thickness changes proximal to sequence-bounded 

downstepping faults, moreover; a symptom of this fault style explains fault intensity 

increasing in areas having a higher degree of sequence IV thinning.  Reservoir 

characterization of the deformed suprastratal zone overlying the evaporite paleokarst 

system centers on understanding karst breccia facies distribution, deformation styles, and 

thickness variations owing to cave roof collapse.  Vertical permeability is largely 

determined by breccia distributions whereas lateral permeability is primarily controlled 

by fracture intensity and by whether fractures are solution-enhanced, sediment filled, or 

unaffected. 
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CHAPTER 6: THESIS CONCLUSIONS 

The Mississippian Madison sequence IV of the Bighorn Canyon Recreation Area 

provides an excellent laboratory for studying sediment filled solution-enhanced fractures 

and suprastratal deformational elements within cave roof strata overlying an evaporite 

paleokarst system.  These outcrop exposures serve as a useful analogue for quantification 

of these reservoir elements and provide insights on their controls.   

Creation of a digital outcrop model utilizing high-resolution LiDAR data, RTK-

GPS field mapping, Google Earth™ mapping in combination with a 1 arc second DEM, 

and high resolution photomosaics provides ideal 3D geospatial control for digital 

mapping of stratigraphic horizons and modeling of structure contours to generate an 

isopach map.  Significant isopach thickness changes between the base evaporite 

paleokarst zone (sequence boundary III) and the overlying base Ranchester contact and 

thinning over Porcupine Creek Anticline (>60 m) suggests that initial structural 

deformation took place during Late Mississippian to Early Pennsylvanian influencing the 

deposition of the Horseshoe Shale Member.  The northwest-oriented axis of thinning, as 

shown on the isopach map (trends 325°), is subparallel to other proposed Late Paleozoic 

uplifts (e.g.,  Sheep Mountain to the south and Custer Anticline north of the study area)  

The present-day configuration of the Porcupine Creek Anticline trends 304º, suggesting 

that the paleostructure was modified by a later deformation event.  

Solution-enhanced fractures filled with overlying Amsden and/or Madison 

sequence IV HST host rock are prevalent throughout the study area, and their vertical 

extent provides evidence of partial and complete dissolution of the sequence IV cave 

roof.  These solution-enhanced fractures constitute highly variable spatial distributions. 

Statistical analysis of total fracture spacing suggests that their distribution is best 
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described by a log-normal distribution.  When accounting for their relative proximity to 

paleostructural elements, solution-enhanced fracture intensity increases toward the 

thinned isopach interval between base evaporite paleokarst (sequence boundary III) and 

the base Ranchester contacts.  This suggests a genetic relationship between 

paleostructural elements and solution-enhanced fractures.  Fractures that developed 

during deformation associated with the initiation of the Porcupine Creek Anticline during 

the Late Mississippian and Early Pennsylvanian are the controlling-mechanism to explain 

the spatial distributions of solution-enhanced fractures.  These findings have significant 

implications for characterization and prediction of solution-enhanced fracture intensity 

within evaporite paleokarst systems.  In similar evaporite paleokarst systems, solution-

enhanced fracture spacing would be expected to decrease in areas that underwent 

structural deformation (uplift) contemporaneously with evaporite dissolution. 

Quantitative morphological analyses reveal that solution-enhanced fractures 

possess tapering-upward and tapering-downward morphologies systematically controlled 

by their location in relation to paleostructural fold axes. These morphological variations 

may reflect two different mechanisms responsible for the development of solution-

enhanced fractures: (1) downward tapering on anticlinal limbs resulting from outer arc 

extension and (2) upward tapering on unfolded strata resulting from roll-front dissolution 

of evaporites.  Furthermore, solution-enhanced fractures appear to follow pre-existing 

conjugate fracture geometries.   

Key reservoir elements involving the sequence IV cave roof consist of solution-

enhanced fractures and suprastratal deformation of the roof system associated with 

collapse following evaporite dissolution.  Cave roof collapse results in thickness 

variations of 32 m to 55 m from base sequence IV to evaporite marker beds near the top 

of sequence IV (within 2-5 m) in the Black Eagle Point vicinity.  These exposures exhibit 
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high-angle, collapse-related faults with a principal fault orientation trending northwest 

that aligns with the thinning axis of the sequence boundary III to base Ranchester isopach 

map.  Small-scale collapse faults possess complex keystone-like geometries with a 

propensity to cluster and focus in areas of down-step faulting, resulting in fault intensity 

increases in areas of sequence IV thinning.  Reservoir characterization of the suprastratal 

zone indicates that fractures would likely have a variable effect on permeability and can 

enhance or inhibit flow depending on whether the fracture is solution-enhanced, filled 

with Amsden sediment, or open without fill.  Lateral permeability is primarily controlled 

by fracture intensity and fracture history, and most of the solution-enhanced fractures 

occur in the upper portion of the cave roof. 
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